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Abstract

A coding scheme for prediction-image residues in vi~ coding is developed in this

thesis. The suategy is 10 use tht zerotree strUCture invented by Shapiro and extendw b~'

Said and Pearlman. Spatial panems of pixels are defmed to occupy successive levels of

lhe tree structure. These patterns replace the standard quad-tree ordering of wavelet

cocffic:iem values with simple pixel values. The motivation for this is that prediction

image residues have little spatial StrU~. Simulations to evaluate the str.llcgy an:

included in the thesis. The results demonstrate that video coding with this simple zerotree

panern coding algorithm for motion picture.residues ....i.thout using any spatial lr1lflSfonns

can achieve good trade-offs between compression perfonnance and channel error

resilience and robustness. and provide additional error concealment with the help of a

simple post-processing technique. [t allows for operation in noisy channel conditions.

without lhe aid of error correction Or detection te<:hniques.
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Chapter I

Introduction

Modem telecommunication services for Dew applications such as video-telephony.

wireless image transmission. electronic ne",,'S~rs. interactive multimedia dafabases.

and so on r~quire U1lllsmission at low bit rales implying a high degree of image sequence

compression. The principle of compression algorithms is to ~uce the redUJ'llbncy

existing i.e video signals. which is of t\l.'O types: spatial (within a single frame) :md

temporal (between adjacent frames). Over the past twenty years. many video compression

tecnniques and standards have been developed and implemented. such as [ntel

RTVllndeo. Imel PLY. IBM Photomotion. Motion JPEG. Fractals. Wavelets.

H.2611H263. and MPEG.

Generally. video compression algorithms include a two phase process. in the first

phase. motion estimation and motion compensation techniques are applied for the

reduction of temporal redundancy between video frames. With motion estimation. thc

displacemmt of objects in the picture is estimated.. and then this motion infonnalion is

usro to fonn a prediction from already-uansmined pictw"es. In the second phase. a

motion-compensar.ed difference frame (residue) is constructed by taking pointwise

differences between the pietUtt element values in the input frame and the corresponding

prediction frame. The motion vectors and difference frames are transmined.

In most video compression techniques. residues are coded using simple variations

of still image compression algorithms. For example. MPEG. H.26x and many other video

coding schemes use a spatial transform (such as the disc=ete cosine transfonn) for codiDg



residues. Recently. the sel partitinning in hierarchical tree (SPlHT) algorithm de\'e1oped

by Said and Pearlman (199]] (1996) by extending the embedded zerotree wavelet (EZW)

algorithm originally introduced by Shapiro [19931 has been applied for dealing with

residues. ft achieves very good complexity-performance tradeoffs in the context of slill

image and video compression. The common part of the various EZW coding algorithms.

even for residue compression. is a discrete wavelet ttansfonn {Dwn. The idea of using

tranSform coding for difference frames is based on the implicit assumption that prediction

error signals (the difference frames or the residues) have spatial redundancy. However. it

has long been noled thaL contrary to the still image case. prediction image residues have

little spatial strUcture. and there is no theoretical justification for involving a spatial

tranSform. Hence in the propo~ video coding system. the residues are coded withoul

using any transfoTm5.

In this thesis. the term '1n1nSform'" means wspatial uansfonnw and implies the

transforms used in uansform coding. such as OCT and DWT.

Besides the discrete wavelet transfonn. the EZW coders also consist of zerolTee

coding. Zerotree coding comes from the hierarchical structure of wavelet transforms. A

zerotree is a data structure to be used to compress the wavelet coefficients. Zerottees

utilize the dependence of the wavelet coefficients colT'eSpOnding 10 the same location but

in different su~bands. 1be tree SO'UClUre can be defIned as a group of pixels crossing

different scales along a certain dirrction. A tree node, combined with all its descendants.

fonns a spatial orientation tree. Most of the codine; efficiency of EZW results from

spatially ordering the pixels by their magnitudes and effectively coding their coordinates.

Because of the high comp~ion perfornnonce of ztrotteeS. zaotree coding is applied for

~idues in the scheme proposed in this thesis.



Although v;deo compression has inspired a great deal of research activity for both

noiseless and noisy channels. the progress achieved for the noisy channel case is less

significant than that for noiseless channel. For instance. the very good perfonn:lflces of

EZW coders are obtained in error free channels. UnfortUnately they are extremely

sensitive to channel noise. To address this problem. sophistica~d protection techniques

have been presented. such as Redmill and Kingsbury [1996]. Shetv.-ood and Zeger (1997).

and M:lfl and Kossentini [1991]. The transmission data rale is inevitably increased in such

schemes and additional computation is introduced. Therefore. the perfonnance of th~

implemented scheme over a noisy channel without the aid of error correction or dete<:tion

ttehniques should be seriously considered.

Summarizing !he factors described above. this ~h is aimed 10 meet the

following objectives:

to design a coding scheme for prediction of image residues in video coding.

to c.'Cplore possibilities for channel eTTOr resilience and concealment.

to develop a simple and efficient v;deo c:oding scheme. which gives good

performance over noisy channel conditions (such as weak radio links and noisy

telephone lines), while mainlaining the compression achievable over an error free

channel.

To meet the above objectives. a complete video coding system is consuucted. An

efficient inlerframe coding scheme is designed for motion estimation and motion

compensation. An effective Huffinan coder is employed for the compression of motion

vectors. For residue coding, which is the main obje<:tive of this research, zerolree coding

is used without wavekl ttansforms. To switch Ixtween a spatial transfonn and a coder

without a spatial tnns£orm to achieve maximum compression, spatial panerns of pixels



are developed. which will occupy successive levels of the tree structure. With the spatial

panerns. the SUl1ldard quad~ ordering of wavelel cocfficienl values is replaced by

simple pixel values. For simulating aansmission over noisy channels. a random error

generator is applied.

This thesis includes 8 chaplers. Besides the intrOduclory chapler. Chapler 2 gives

the necessary background and discusses the previous and curren! error control lechniques

for video coding. Chapter ] describes the composition of the proposed video coding

system and mainly explains the half-pixel block·matcrung technique. It also presents !he

results of motion estimation and motioo compensation. Chapler 4 explains the panerns.

the constraints for building patterns. !he mechanism for adapting an image inlo zerotrees

by using patterns.. and the zerottee panern ~idue coding. Chapter 5 describes the

comparalive tests on patterns and iIIusttales the performances of patterns. Chapter 6

provides compression results over error free channels and then compares the results with

MPEG and those using OWr. Chapter 7 shows simulation results over noisy channels in

differenl bit error r3.les and discusses the channel error resilience and concealment of the

pattern ZC1"OIl'ee midue coder and the wavelet zerotrec residue coder. Chapler 8

concludes the thesis and makes r«ommendations for future work..



Chapter 2

Background

In this chaplet. the: well-known MPEG and H2611H.263 video compression standards are

reviewed as background knowledge. In addition. zerottee coding and some popular error

l,:onuol coding lechniques for digital video are also included.

2.1 Studies 00 Moving Picture Coding

The problem of moving pic~ coding has inspired a great deal of ~an:h aCliviry.

Compression algorithms can be divided inlO lossless and lossy depending on the type of

coding used. Losslc55 algorithms. such as entropy coding, use only statistical propenies

of data. remove less redundancy and therefore cannot achieve high compression ratios.

However. lossless algorithms may be used for both preprocessing and post-processing in

lossy algorithms. Slandard lossy algorithms. such as H.16IIH.263 and MPEG will be

srudied in tttissection.

2.1.1 The H.261/H.263 Compressioa Standard

H.2611H.263 is pan of the H.324 video confermc:ing standard developed by the

lntemational Tdccommunication Union (ITU). H.2611H.263 derUleS rul time

compression and decompression algorithms for video telecommunications. It is based on

the 2·0 Discrete Cosine Transform (OCn with simple motion cstimalion between

frames. The H.26\ coding standard provides coded video at bit rates 64 Kbitsls and

above. whereas the H.263 video coding standard provides coded. video around 16 Kbitsls.



The block diagrams of the H.2611H263 video encoder and decoder given by

Furht. et al. (1997] arc shown in Figure ~.I and 2.1. respectively.

Figure 2.1 Block diagram of the H.2611H.263 video encoder.

Figure 2.2 Block diagram of tile H.261/H.263 video decoder.

FurhL et aI. [1997] described H.261 suppons low resolution formats like the

Common Intermediate Format (CIF) whose resolution is 352 )( 288 pixels and Quaner

ClF (QCIF) whose resolution is 176 )( 144 pixels. The maximum frame rate is 30 frames

per second but it can be reduced depending on the application and bandwidth availability.

Ho....-ever. H.263 has 110 bitrale limitation and is able to support five picture fonnats: elf.



QCIF. sub-QCIF. 4CIF. and l6ClF which actually gives a picture format of up 101408 x

11521wninance resolution. 801h in H.261 and H.26], color pictures are coded using one

Iwninanc:e. Y. and IWO color-diffttence components. C. and Cb

There are usually (wo types of coded frames used in !he H.2611H.263 standard:

Intrafi'ames (I-Frames) compres~d using OCT. quantizalion. and variable-length coding

(VLC) and Predictive Interframes (P-Framesl compres~d using mOlion estimation and

residue coding. As shown in Figw-e 2.1. the H.2611H.263 P-Frame compression algorithm

is based on a molion-compensalerl interframe prediction and the OCT tranSform. The d:lla

is organized into macroblocks. Each macrobloc:k is lour 8 x 8 blocks of Iwninance. one

of C, and one of ell- The encoder begins by coding an inuaframe m.acroblod: and then

sends it to the video multiplex coder. The first intraframe is then decompressed using the

inverse quamizer and inverse OCT (lDen. and then Stored in the frame memory for

interframe coding of the subsequence frames, During !he interframe coding. each

macroblock in Ihe currenl frame is mOlion-predicled from the nearby macroblocks in Ibe

previous frame. The displacement belWeen the previous and currenl macroblocks is

considen:d as a motion vector for the macroblock in the cunent frame. If the prediction

mor is ItsS than a cenain threshold. no further processing is performed. Otherwise. the

mor is encoded using the same OCT and quantization. Finally. the motion vec;tors as well

as the coded prediction mors are compressed 'Nith variable.length coding (VLC). such as

Huffinan coding to produce more compact data.

H.263 is an enhanced version of H.261, which achieves higher coding efficiency.

The major improvements over H.261 consist of introducing a ha!f-pixel motion

compensation (like in MPEG-I and 2) which allows more precise prediction. To allow

fwther improved performance, the H.163 standard provides fOW' negotiable options that



can ~ used together or separately. Among these options.. the utililation of synta.x-based

arithmetic coding instead of Huffinan coding is available. Similar to MPEG standards. the

H.263 coder can also generate B- Frames (see section 2.1.2.2). which are unavailable in

H.261. but unlike MPEG. a B-Frame is coded together with a P·Frame as a single PB·

Frame unit.

2.1.2 Tbe MPEG Compressioa Staadard

The Moving Picture ExpertS Group. from which the MPEG standard derives its name. is a

working group operating witiUn the International Standardisation Organization (ISO) and

the International Eleetrotechnical Commission (IEC). Since starting its activiry in 1988.

MPEG has produced MPEG·l. MPEG·2. and MPEG-4 international standards and

achieved great success.

2.1.2.1 Overview l)( MPEe SlaDd.nls

The MPEG·I standard formally known as ISOIlEe Illn was originally intended for

coding of video and associated audio al bit rates of up to 1.5 Mbil/s. MPEG-l was

originally aimed at digital storage. and in particular compact disks. The main applications

targeted by MPEG·l were p~r«orded video. Interactive CD and games. Such

applications do not require large image sizes and resolutions. The standard is in three

pans: video. audio. and systems. where the last pan gives the integration of the audio and

video streams with the proper timestamping to allow synchronization of the two.

Funhmnore. the MPEG·l video compression standard is the basis of the other MPEG



higher version standards. and it might be compared with the proposed system. thus a

detailed introduction on MPEG-I is given in section 2.1.2.2.

MPEG-2 extends the functions pro'~ided by MPEG·!. It achieves efficient

encoding of audiovisual information at a wide range of resolutions and bit rates. bm also

provides full interactive multim~ia services.

The need for MPEG·3 \llas anticipated in 1991 for High Definition Television.

However. it was discovered by 13fe 1992 and 1993 that the MPEG·2 syntax simply scaled

with the bit rate. so that the third phase was obviated.

The latest standard MPEG-4 was released in 1997. It is a standard for inu!ractive

netwol'Ud multimedia incorporating both natural (pixeUsarnple based) audio and \id~

and synthetic (2D and 3D animation based on polygons. splines. et at.) audio and vid~.

2.1.2.2 MPEG-I Video ComprnsloD Staodard

MPEG·I was optimized to encode noninterlac~ video af Source [n~mtediate Fonnat

(SIF) resolutions (352 :0: 240) at 30 frames per second. or 352 x 288 at 25 fps. The bit

rate required for these resolutions is about 1.2 Mbitls. Adding two channels of audio

infonnation increased the bit rate 10 1.5 Mbitls. Also. MPEG·I allows the encoding of

much Iaq;er picture sizes and correspondingly higher bitrates. If the images art in color.

they should be convened to YIN space. and the two chrominance channels (U and V) are

decimated further to half size.

MPEG-I makes use of a number of different techniques to achieve its high

compression ratio. In the same way as H.261. MPEG·I exploits both the spatial and

~mporal redundancies of motion pictures. Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 given by Furh!, et aJ.

l1991) illustrate the block diagram of MPEG·) mcoder and decoder.



Figure 2.3 Block diagram of the MPEG·I encoder.
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Figure 2.4 Block diagram of the MPEG-I decoder.

Gall [199IJ pointed out !hat two basic techniques wtre used in the MPEG-l video

comprtSsion algorithm:

block-based motion compensation for tht reduction of tilt temporal

rt<!.lmdancy,

transfonn domain - Discrete Cosine Transfonn <DCn based compression for

the reduction of spatial redundancy.

Next. tilt MPEG-l algorithm will be explained from these two aspects.
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Tempo~1 Redundun' Reduction

There ~ ~ (ype5 of coded frames in MPEG-J: lntraframes (I). Predicted

frames (Pl. and Bidirectional frames (B). An intraframe is simply a frame coded as a still

image. nm using any past history. A predicted frame is coded with reference to the most

recenliy reconsllUcted I or P frame and will be used as a reference for future P·Frames. A

bidirectional frame is predicted from the closest two I or P frames. one in the past and one

(.)

(b)

Figure: 2.5 MPEG·J frames where (a) is an example ofMPEG-\ frame structure and (b)

is the MPEG·\ frames sequenced in compressed order.

in lhc future. Unlike P-Frames aod I-Frames, B-Frames., which provide the highest

amount of compression.~ Dever used as refermce5 for prediction. Tbe orgaLiution of

12



the~ frame types in MPEG-I is quite flexible. It depends on application-spttific

parameters. Figure 2.5 (a) gives an example of MPEG-l frames. The first frame in the

sequence is an I-Frame. followed by four B-Frames; the sixth frame is a P-Frame.

Because both the first frame (I-Frame) and the sixth Iiarne (P-Frame) are used to

compress the B-Frames. the I-Frame and the P-Frame should be senl before the four B

Frames. Hence. the transmission of such MPEG compressed video frames is in a different

order. as shown in Figure 2.5 (b). In the receiver, we first decode the [-Frame. then

decode the P-Frame. keep both of those in memory. and lhen decode the four B-Frames.

and so on.

In all cases when a frame is coded with respect 10 a reference:. moLion

compensation is applied for both causal prediction of the CUl1'eOl frame from a previous

frame and non-causal interpolative prediction from pasI and fumrc frames. to improve the

coding efficiency.

Actually. the compression of the frames is conducted in sub-units of macroblocks.

which a.re the motion compensation wUts. Similar to the H.2611H.263 stand.. a

mac:roblock is 16 lC 16 of luminance (V) channel and the corresponding 8 lC 8'5 in the

twO cl1rominance channels (U and V). and mOlion prediction is performed in the

luminance (Y) channel on 16 lC 16 blocks. For instance. in the more general case of a

bidittctiooally coded fi"ame. the B-Frame to be encoded is subdivided into the 16 lC 16

macroblocks. and cacb 16 lC 16 B-macroblock can be one of four types: Intrablock.,

Forward-Predicted block. Backward-Predicled block and Average block. Gall (1991]

listed the prediction modes for a macroblock in the cunml B-Frame. as shown in Table

2.1. In Table 2.1. x is the coordinate of the~ element. """II is the r:IlOtion vector

13



rdative 10 the forward reference frame If). m\'11 is the motion veclor relative 10 the

backward reference frame h. and II is the current B·Frame. The prediction errors

(residues) are the difference berw~n this macroblock and the closes! match.. Table 1.1

illustrateS that the expression for the predictor for a given macrobloc:k nOI only depends

Table 2.1 Prediction Modes for M3croblock in B-Frame

j Macroblock Type Prediclor IPrediclioD Error

. In",
I
, Forward Predicted

Backward Predicted

Avetage

I
on reference frames (past and future) but also depends on the motion vectors. and motion

information can be represented by one or two motion vectors per 16 II 16 sub-block. of

the picture depending on the type of motion compensation: fON'lVd.pm1icled. backward·

prmicted. or average. It also indicates the I-mac:robloclc. and the P·macroblock cases.

\l,'bere the fonner should be the Intrablock type and the later sbould be the Forward-

Predicted block type.

Although the MPEG·! standard does nOI spedfy how [0 calculate these motion

vectors. block.matching motion estimation techniques are likely to be used b«ausc of the

block·based motion representation. In the decoder, these motion vetlOrs and the

14



associated prediction error signals are: applied back to the previous and following &ames

[0 recover the original data.

Spatial Rtdunducv RtduclioD

1\1PEG·1 considen that prediction erron. like a still image. have a high spatial

redundancy. Thus. as in JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts' Group) and H.261. the OCT

algorithm can ~ applied to the prediction erron to increase the compression through the

removal of spatial correlation. FurhL et 31. [1997J Studied the theory ofDCT coding. They

stated that the discrete cosine IJ'llnSform <ocn was used to decorrelate the pixel or

Figure 2.6 Residue coding with OCT.

error values. thereby storing the bulk of the image data in the fewest number of tenns.

Specifically, the OCTs are: done on 8 " 8 blocks. Fwhl et aI. [1997J also explained that

there are thre-c stages in the OCT residue coding process, as sho....n in Figure 2.6:

1) CompulQ/ionojthe TransjormCot!fficients

In this stage. the OCT concentr.lIles the representation energy of each block by

converting a block of pixels into a block of transform coefficients of the same

dimensions.

Equation 2.1 shows the two dimensional OCT of an N " N pixel block. where
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where.

Clz)J "* .z-o
11.0lherwise

ffi.j) represents lite pixel values and F(u.v) lite :ransform coefficients.

These coefficients represent lite spatial frequency components of lite original pixel

block. Such a transfonn does not produce any compression. However. it clusters the

majority of the coefficients around the DC value. since in a typical image. !he blocks of

pi'l:els tend to have little high frequency con~nt and most of the energy tends 10 be scored

in the low frequency coefficients. The lowest frequency coefficient is in !he upper left

hand comer of a block. and the highest frequency coefficienl is in lhe bonom right. This

clustering effecl or energy compaction is exploiled later by the quanlizalion.

1) Qual1tization o/the Transform Coefficienrs

The OCT coefficients are quantized so that the non-significant coefficienu are sel

to zero and the remaining ones are represented with a reduced precision. This is achieved

by dividing each of the coefficients by an integer taken from a quanLittr scale and then

rounding the result to the nearest inleger. The quanLittr scale depends on the coefficient

being quantized. Since the human visual system (HVS) is mostly affected by the low

frequency coefficients. the quanLizer scale for these is usually taken to be smaller than

those for the high frequency coefficients. This results in loss of infonnation but also in

compression since most of the quantized coefficients in a block: are zero.
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1) Reorganization and Compression ofthe Quonriztd Voto

Al the last stage, first, the resulting block after quantization is reorganized into a

zig-zag panern. This sequencing actS to group the low frequency lernu togelher. and as a

resuh also groups the high frequency terms. many of which were zeroed out by

quantization. These groups of zeros are then subjected to ron-length coding 10 further

increase compression.

After reorganization. the resulting pattern of symbols obtained from the zig-zag

sequence are coded using a variable length coding (VLC) technique. Variable length

coding represents integer values by a length field followed by lhe number of bilS needed

to represent the value. A Huffinan table for the OCT coefficients is used to code events.

Only those events with a relatively high probability of occurrence are coded with a

variable-length code: tht: less-likely events are coded with an escape symbol followed by

fixed length codes. to avoid extremely long code words and reduce the cost of

implementation.

•>\5 described by Furor.. et al. [1997].lhe nm-Iength of zeros preceding a non-zero

coefficient and the VLC length field are combined to fonn a single symbol for entropy

coding. EntrOpy coding. such as Huffman coding, is a statistical coding tecltnique that

assigns codewords 10 values to be encoded. Values that occur frequenlly are given shon

codewords. and those thai ~ur infrequently are given longero~.

in summary, the basic scheme ofMPEG·J compression is to predict motion from

frame to frame in the temporal direction.. aDd then to use OCT's to organize the

redundancy in the spatial directions.
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2.2 Zerotree Coding

As introduced in section 2.1. the motion-<:ompensated difference frames (midues) are

usually coded using simple variations of still image compression algorithms. such as a

transform coder in MPEG and H.2611H.263. ZerotreeS arise from lhe traIlSform coding.

Zerot:r«: based aJgorithms. such as various embedded zerotree wavelet (EZW) image

coding aigorilhms. represent the slate~f·the·art in wavelet transform based image coding.

such that transform coding with zerotrees is usuaJly called zerotree O'aIlSfonn coding.

2.2.1 A Typical Transrorm Coding Scheme

There are three basic components in a generic transform coder: a transformation. a

quantize!. and data comp~sion. as shown in Figure 2.7 given by Shapiro [19931.

'-'
T_

""""~ -- --..s_ ""S"pl ""-bly ""'"'"- "" s_ ElIE"'" ,,-...." ....... "'"""""_.... ...."'- ~pt.llIItJgll

s_... H_ ors~
s....

Figure 2.7 A generic transform coder.

The original image is passrd through some transformation, such as w discre~

cos~ transform (OCl) or the di.screte wavelet transform (Own, to produce tranSform

coefficients. Such transformation is preswnably louless. After the transformation. the

coefficients are quantized to generate a symbol stteam. AU infonnation loss occurs bere.

Then. the symbol stream is represented by the bit stream to improve transmission

efficiency.
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2.2.2 ocr aDd DWT

The discrete cosine ttansfonn has been lloidely used in video coding, such as in MPEG

and H.2611H.263 (section 2.1). The OCT coder decomposes images intO fep~entations

when! each coefficient corresponds to a fixed-size spatial area and frequency band. 1k

formula for computing OCT coefficients has been given in section 2.1. The goal of the

transformation is to produce decorrelated coefficients. which allow using sc:tlar

quantizers effic:iemly. The drawback of DCT is that the edge infonnation requires many

nonzero coefficients to represent sufficiently.

Shapiro [1993] stated that wavelet techniques offer benefits at low bil rates since

infonnalion at aU scales is available for edges and regions. The discrete wavdet transform

decomposes an image infO a set of sub-images called shapes with diffhent resolutions

c:orresponding to different frequency bands.

The original image is typically decomposed into four sub-bands using separable

filters: one thaI has been lowpass filtered in both vertical and horizonraJ dirttlions (LU.

one that has been highpass fjllcred in the vertical and lowpass liltered in the horizontal

(HL). one that has lowpass filtered in the \'enical and highpass filtered in the hori%Oflw

(Llf). and one thaI has been highpass filtered in both dim:tions (HH). Each coefficient

represents a spatial area of the original image. The decomposition process can be carried

out on the lowpass·towpass version of the image a nwnber of times depending on the

scale of compression required.

Figure 2.8, given by Umbaugh [1998], illustrates the results of applying the

wavelet decomposition to an irnaae. where the sub-bands labeled LH., HLI. and HH.

represent the ftnest scale wavelet coefficients and LH2, HLl. and HHl the second scale
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coefficients. To obtain the next cooner scale of wavelet coefficients. the lowest frequency

sub-band LL2 can be further decomposed until some final scale is reached. Note that for

each coarser scale. the coefficients represent a larger spatial areas of the image but a

(,)

(b) (e)

Figure 2.8 Wavelet decomposition where (a) is the original image, (b) is a one-scale

decomposition, and (e) is a flA'o-scale decomposition.
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narrower band of frequencies. For example. each coefficient in Figure 2.8 (a) represents a

spatial area corresponding 10 approximately a 2 )( 2 area of the original image. and each

coefficient in the sub-bands LL2• LH2, HL!. and HH2 in Figure 2.8 (b) represents a 4 x 4

area of the original image. Also we can see the U image in the upper-left comer. the LH

images on the diagonals. and the HH in the lower-right.

Numerous filters can be used 10 implement the wavelet transform. such as Ih~

Daubechies and the Haar. According to Shapiro (1993]. the filters used to compute th~

discrele wavelet transform in his coding simulations are based on the 9-1ap symmetric

ql1adrarure mirror filters (QMF1 due !O their good localization properties and !heir

symmetry.

The inverse wavelet transform is performed by enlarging the wavelet transform

data to its original size. Decoding then insens UfOS between each value. convolves the

corresponding (lowpass and highpass) inverse filters to each of the four sub-images. and

sums the results to obtain the original image.

2.2.3 Zerotrees iD EZW Coder

It has long been noticed thai in most natwal images. whose main features are associated

with edges and textures. the image's energy is concentrated in the low frequency

components and the variance decre.ases as moving from the higbesllO the lowest scaJes of

the wavelet. sub-band pymnid.. That is to say. there are large areas in the high-frequency

sub-bands of the wavelet. transform where coefficients iU"t insignificant and hence can be

coarsely quantized (mostly to zero). lfthere is a way toefficienl1y predict these palChes of

insignificant coefficients from other coefficients, which are already quantized and
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U'aDSlD.ined. great savings can be achieved. Zerouec coding is such a \lo'll)" to improve the

compression of wavelet coefficients. Shapiro [1993] staled that zerottees allow the

successful prediction of insignificant coefficients across scales to be efficiemly

represented as part of exponentially growing [ltts.

A zerot:ree is. data strucrure invented by Shapiro. According to Shapiro (199]]. a

wavel~ coefficienl .l" is said to be insigntficant with respect to • @iven threshold T if Ix! <

T. and the zerotree is based on the hypothesis that if a wavelet coefficient at • coarse sC3le

is insignificant with respect to a given threshold T, then all wavelet coefficients of the

same orientation in the same spatial location at fmer scales are likely to be insignificant

""ith respect to T. This hypothesis is often 1J'Ue by empirical evidence.

Nexl. Shapiro's embedded zero~e wavelet (EZW) image coding algorilhm will

be introduced in detail.

The EZW image coding algoritlun utilizes not only the' decorrelating propenies of

the wavelet tranSfonn. but also the dependence of the wavelet coefficients corresponding

[0 the same spatial location but in different sub-bands. There is a spalial self-similarity

between sub-bands (refer to Figure 2.8 in section 2.2.2). This spatial relationship is

naturally represented as a tree. For example. in a hierarchical wavelet decomposition.

except the highest frequency sub-band. every coefficient at the coarse scale (parent) can

be related to a set of coefficients at the next fintt scale of similar orientation (children).

Figure 2.9 shows how the tree is defined in a pyramid constructed with recursive

four sub-band splitting. The arrow points from the sub-band of the parents to the sub-

band of the children. Note that for the lowest frequency sub-band. each parent node has

Ihrte children; however, for the other sub--bands. each parenl has four children. For a

given parmt, the set of all coefficients at all finer scales of similar orientation
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corresponding to the same location are caJled dUCIMont.r. whereas !be set of 311

coefficients at all cO<ll'2r scales of similar orientation corresponding 10 the same Iocalion

are called oncutors. Based on die hypothesis described above. whenever a parent node

has a small value. il is likely that child nodes are also small.

Figure 2.9 Parent-cbild depo:ndencies of sub-bands.

A =erorru represents the insignificance infonnarion in a given orientation over an

approximately square spatial area at all flner scales up to and including !he scale of the

urotrtt root. A scanning of the coefficients is performed in such a way that each

coefficient within a given sub-band is scanned before any coefficiel1l in the next sub

band. To determine if a coefficient x is an element of a zerotree. a threshold T is given. If

r and all of its descendents are insignificant with respect to T. x is said to be an element of

a urotree for threshold T. In practice. four symbols art used to represent the significance

maps of wavelet coefficients:

Zcrotree Root: An element of a zerotree for threshold T is a zerotree root if

it is not the descendant of a previously found zerotree root for

threshold T.

Isolated Zero: Isolated zero means that the coefficient is insignificant but has
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some significant descmdants.

Positive Significant

Negative Significant

The flow dlart. given by Shapiro [1993} for the decisions made at each

coefficient. is shown in FigUtt 1.10. Only the coefficients labelled with the above four

symbols are cCKkd. A zerottee root is encoded with a special symbol inCicaling Utat the

insignificance of the coefficients at finer scales is completely predictable.

.. PrcdiCQbly
insiplirlallt,
dorI'!codc.

Cod,
Positive
Symbol

Cod,
Nq.live
Symbol

Cod,
ltolaltdbro

Symbol

Cod,
ZerolfftRoo!

Symbol

Figure 2.10 Flow chan for encoding a coefficient oftbe significance map.

The implemcutation of the EZW algorithm include5 two passes: a dominant pass

where significant coefficients are identified and a subordinate pass where such

coefficients arc refined. Note that thc: threshold T is renewed at each routine, The

processing continues alternating between dominant and subordinate passes and can $lOP
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at any time, It resultS in a progrnsive transmission property. which is a very attractive

feature in many applications. The saving in bitnte comes paniall~ from the predicted

quantizations and partially from the highly nonunifonn conditional probability

distribution of the zerotl'~. which is exploited in the arithmetic coder.

2.2.4 Various EZW coden

Following the original Embedded Zero~ Wavelet (EZW) image coding

algorithm developed by Shapiro in 1993. the EZW structure has been extensively studied

in the conteXI of still image: and video compression. Various EZW cadetS have b«n

developed.. They present a progrnsive transmission scheme that orders the coefficientS by

magnitude and transmitS the most significant bits first because they have a lilrger conlenl

of infonnation.

The conunon part of the various EZW image coding algorithms is a pyramid

wavelet sub-band decomposition of the original image which has been inuoduced in the

last section. and the main difference is the way the significance map is coded during the

dominanlpa5sinazerotree,

Among variations of Shapiro's algorithm. the most notable is the Sci Partitioning

In Hierart:hical Trees (SPtHT) algorithm developed by Said and Pearlman (199]) (1996).

The SPlHT algorithm employs a set panitioning sorting algorithm to code the

significance map very efficiently. It yields very good perfonnance-eomplexity Iladeoffs

in the conlext of still image and video compression for noiseless channels, The SPIHT nOI

only outperforms other ElW algorithms but also provides an alternative explanation and

implcmctltation oftbe EZW principles. FoUowing is a brief cxplanatioo ofSPIHT.
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In SPlHT. a tree struerurt. called spatial orientation tree. defIneS me spatial

relationship on the hierarduca1 sub-bands. Figure 2.11 shows an example of parent

offspring dependencies in the spatial orientation tree wbere the arrow points from the

parent node to its four children. The tree is defined in such a way that each node has

either no children (the leaves) or four children. which always fonn a group of 2 x ~

adjacent pixels. The pixels in the upper-left cormr are the tree rOOts and are also grouped

in 2 x 2 adjacent pixels. In c:ac:h group of the tree roots. one of them <indicated by the

star) has no descendants and is called the star root. Except for the star roots. every other

roots has four child nodes. every child nodes also has four children. and so on.~ trU

grows in this way until it reaches the leaves.

Figure 2.11 Parmt-offspring dependencies in the orientation tree.

The algorithm is a1so performed through the dominant and the subordinate pass at

each threshold as the EZW algorithm but in a different way. In each pass. every node and

its descendants are compared to II threshold. and II state (symbol) is assigned 10 c:ac:h

node. Different from the EZW algorithm, there ace four states used for each threshold

level:

IT (insignificant tree): compared with the thresbold. both the node and all its

desceDdants are insignificant.
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IR (insignificant rool): compared with the threshold. th~ node is insignificanl

but not all its desc~ndants.

SR (significant root): compared to the threshold. the nod~ is significant but all

its desc~ndants are insignificant.

ST (significant tree): compared to the threshold. both the nod~ and som~ of its

desc~ndants are significant.

From oo~ threshold I~v~l 10 another. th~ nate of a nod~ changes. Th~ stal~

transition diagram is shown in Figure 2.12.

~
~
Figure 2.12 Slate transition dia.gram.

The SPllfT algorithm is described below:

I) DdiM initial Ihreshold: Set Ihreshold T to th~ highest POWtt of two less man the

maximum absolut~ value of all wav~l~t coefficients elf and output k 10 the decoder.

r-i.

2) lnitialiu index lists: All the tree roots are put imo th~ dominanl list. The subordinat~

list is initialized 10 an ~mpty list.
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3) Initialize stales: Sel SoW = IT for all nodes.

4) Dominanl pass: For each entry n in the dominant list do

al Save the old slale 5014 and find the new state S_ at the current threshold. using

the defmition of the states above.

b) OutpUI!he code for state ttansition Sow -+ s"....

c) If Iherc is no change in state (5"w .. s"...). !hen goto step 5l.

d) [f Sold '* SR and $ ...... '* SR lthe node has just become significant) then add index n

10 the subordinate list (for the next run) and output the sign of c~.

e) If Sow ~ IR and s.- ~ SR (lhe children of the node have just become significantl.

add !he indices of the immediale childm1 of the node 10 !he dominant lisl.

IfS_ '" ST then remove the index n from the dominant !iSl.

5) Subordinate pass: For all entries in the subordinale list. output the next (I.e.. (k - 1)

th) most significant bit.

6) T'hmhold updale: Set ~ -+ T. d«remenl k and goto step 4).

In order 10 improve the efficiency of tht' algorithm. entropy coding can be

perfonned with an adaplive arithmetic coder.

2.3 Error Control Coding for Video

Many video compression algorilhms employ block-based lechniques for !heir

implementation. such as MPEG. H.2611H.263. and others. The input signal is splil into

blocks. After compression. variable-length coded data is made for each block. If Ihese

variable-length blocks are transmitted consecutively through channels., W propagation of

channel errors may highly affect the compressed data. The basic reason is thai channel
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errors cause a non-recoverable loss of synchronization with the stan and the end of blocks

between the encoder and decoder. Even if the synchronization can be regained after the

loss of a few blocks. the following data can DOl be decoded al the right location. For video

coding. this can ~ult in large areas of the picture being spatially displac~. and then

leads to an uncontrolled degradation in recovered image sequence quality.

According to Redmill and Kingsbury [1993]. channel errors can propagate \.l,ithin

the decoder and degrade its performance in several ways:

Bit decoding: In variable length code-word schemes. channel elTOrs can effect

the decoding of following code-words.

Code-word decoding: In most schemes the meaning of individual code-words

is dependcnt on previous code-words.

Spatial domain: In most sub-band schemes. such as EZW and SPIHT codec. a

single error in a sub-band will affect a local region of the picture (notjusl one

pixel).

Temporal domain: In systems that employ temporal prediction. such as motion

estimation and motion compensation for interframc coding. elTOn in one

decoded frame will propagale to all dependenl frames.

To address this problem. nwnerous sophisticated ICi:hniques have been ~eloped

over the last several decades.

A traditional approach to protecl source coder information from the effects of a

noisy channel is to include unique synchronization words followed by some block address

information at regular points. This makes it possible to regain synchronization after elTOrs

and deaxle the following blocks of data at the right location. However. this approach also

adds redundancy information to the code aDd thus degrades the performance in error free:
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channels. In order 10 mainlain low redundancy. the synchronization words must be~

relatively infrequently: thus the resulting sc:heme performs reasonably at moderate bit

error rates (BER), but deteriorates rapidly at high bit error rates (BER). This rype of

technique was used in Ferguson and Rabinowitz [1984] and Montgomery and Abrahams

(19861·

Another approach is error correction codin@ (ECCt which can be applied alone or

logether ....ith synchronization words or other lechniques. The error correction techniques

also involve the addition of extra redundancy information. They use Cyclic Redundancy

Codes (CRe) or pariry codes 10 check if the received data is conect. The simulalion

resuils obtained by MacDonald [1992] illustrate that ECC works well if the BER is

kno....n in advance to be fairly small and constant but not well for channels with variable

BER or long bursts.

A relatively new approach is to use custom-designed schemes such as the error

resilient entropy code (EREC) melhod introduced by Cheng and Kingsbury {1992) and

Redmill and Kingsbury [1993] [1996]. Cheng and Kingsbury [1992) described that the

EREC is a development of the error resilient positional code (ERPC) for adapling e:<isting

entropy coding schemes 10 give increased error resilience. It is primarily concerned with

minimtting the tim two fonns of channel error propagation. The EREC algorithm works

by reorganizing the variable-length blocks such that each block swtS at a kno.....-n. position

within the code. which means thaI the decoder is automatically synchronized at the stan

of each block. It gives increased priority to important motion vector and low frequency

information over less critical high frequency information. In R~IJ and Kinsbury

{1993J[1996], they applied the EREC to the H.261 video coding schaDe and a typical still

image coding scheme using OCT and variabte-Ietlgth coding. The results show that the:
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EREe can significantly reduce the channel error propagation effects and the redundancy

involved is less than that of using synchronization words. By involving more complicated

hybrid schemes. the EREC method does not require thai the overall code must be of fi.'(ed

length per frame any more. However. it is very complex to process.
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Chapter 3

System Overview

Although my research focuses On coding motion pietw"e residues. a complete video

coding system was to be construelcd for simulation and evaluation.

3.1 System Diagram

The implemented video coding system. as shown in Figure 3.1. mainly includes three

pans: motion estimation and motion compensation. motion vector encoder/decoder. and

residue encoder/decoder.

Transmitter Receiver

Figure 3.1 Diagram aClhe propo~ system.
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It ,",,'Orks in this way: the input image sequence! are separated intO blocks of equal

sizes: by block-searching between each previous frame and the cumnl frame. motion

vectors arc obtained for the blocks in the pttvious frame. The motion vectors represent

the motion infonnation of a frame. By shifting the blocks in me p~vious frame according

to the motion vectors. the prediction picture of the cWTent frame is obtained. ~

difference between the prediction picture and the cWTent frame is called the residue.

Apart from the first frame. the compressed motion vectors and ~sidues need to be sent to

the receiver. In the receiver. starting from a p~viously recovered piccure. the decoder

shifts the blocks according to the motion vectors., then adds the residue to obtain the

cUl'1'eOtreconstruetedpicnn-e.

Half-pixel accuracy motion ~tion and motion compensated techniqutS are

designed for intertTame coding. Huffman coding/decoding is applied for coding motion

vectors. Zerotree: pattern coding/decoding is developed for ~sidue coding. which is the

main pan of the thesis and will be introduced in chapter 4.

3.2 Motion Estimation and Motion Compensation

The interframe estimation used in the system is a half-pixel block-matching

Iec:hniquc. The block-matdling theory assumes that a picture is composed of rigid objects

in tranSlation. This is based on the fact that a complex motion can be decomposed into a

sum of tr.Inslated components. The aim of block-matching techniques is to find the best

block correspondence between two successive frames (such as a current frame and a

previous frame) according to a criterion. genera!ly the minimization of the mean square

error (MSE) Of mean absolute mor (MAE) between the two blocks.
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The MSE can be calculated with

(3.1)

which is a function of the block.. M.. and the motion vector. \'. The curren! frame and the

reference frame are represented by /~ and /" respectively: the width of the block. \f~ and

the height of the block. hb• are also required.

The MAE can be calculated with

which is also a function of the block.:lI.. and the motion vector. ,',

The selection of the best prediction block is based on an exhaUSli,'e search of all

possible candidates. Once the matching blocks in the previous frames are found. the same

mOlion veclor is assigned to each pixel of the same block,

The conventional closest·pixel block-matching method can only estimate

displacement to the nearest pixel, However. it is possible to interpolate the pixels on a

four times grid around the search area. and then the block can be displaced by fractions of

half a pixel. Figure 3.1 illustrates the half-pixel method. wh~ the light black rectangle in

the previous frame is the best prediction block after the closest·pi;l[el block-matching and

the heavy black rectangle represents the beSi matching block after Ihe half-pixel block

searth.whichislhcftna.lrcsult.

In the simulation simulations in this Ihesis. the size of the segmenled blocks is 16

x 16 pixels. and the search range is ± 14 pixels. In order 10 save Itllnsmission bits used for

motion vecton and 10 speed up Ihe program. a threshold T is introduced to the block·
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o
Current frame .Tri-'; .

..~.

Previous frame

Figure 3.2 Halr·pixel accuracy block-matching technique.

malching method. For each block in the current frame. ~fore beginning tht block·

matching search, the MAE wjth the block at the same location in the previous frame is

tested to find QuI whether or n01 it is smaller than a prespccified threshold T. In this case.

it is considered thai there is no motion. and the mOlion vector is O. No further block-

m3lcmng is appli«i. The lhreshold used in the simulations is 250. Note that !his t~hnique

is also used in MPEG.

Figure jJ illustrates a video sequence. called Football. This video shows a

football game. and contains lot of motion. Figure 3.... gives the motion estimation md

motion compensation pictures with this sequence. 1be slashes and cro~ of Figure 3.4

(0 are mOlion vectors that represcnI the real motion between the previous frame and the

current frame. where a slash indicates the displacement (twice aCthe real displacement) of

a block and a cross means there is DO movement for this block. Comparing the difference

between the two successive frames and the difference~ the cum:nt frame aDd the
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prediction picture, we can see the effect of the motion compensation, since the laner

picture contains less difference in gray levels. Boundaries of the blocks are clearly visible

on the residue picture. especially the boundaries of the moving blocks. In the decoder, the

residue is added to the prediction picture to obtain the recovered picture.

Frame I Frame 2 Frame 3 Frame4

Figure 3.3 Football video sequence.

(a) Previous frame (Figure 3.3 Framel) (b) Current frame (Figure 3.3 Frame2)

Figure 3.4 Simulation results ofmotion estimation and motion compensation

for the Football video (352 x 240,8 bits/pixel, 25 framesls).
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(c) Difference between (a) and (b)

, \

'r-.:~_·_ ",.,/',_ '_' ~. ~
, \

(e) Residue picture (difference

between (a) and (d»

(d) Prediction picture

(f) Motion vectors

Figure 3.4 Simulation results of motion estimation and motion compensation with the

Football video (352 x 240,8 bits/pixel, 25 frames/s). (Continued)

3.3 Coding of Motion Vectors

There are three steps for coding motion vectors:

Concatenate the motion vectors obtained from each frame in one file.

Find the difference between successive motion vectors.

Use Huffman coding to code these difference data.
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~ Huffman code was developed by D. Huffman in 1952. Huffman coding is the

most popular cnttopy coding scheme. The Huffman coding algorithm can be explained in

fOUfSteps:

I) Find the probability of occurrence for each symbol in the a1pha~.

2) Arrange the symbol probabilities in descending order and consider them as

leaf nodes ofa tree.

j) Ifdlere is more lhan one node.

a) Merge dle two nodes with smallest probabilities to fonn a new node .....hose

probability is the sum of the two merged nodes.

b) Arbitrarily assign I and 0 10 each pair oftxanc.bcs merging into a node.

c) GoIO step 2).

4) Read. sequentially from the root node to the leaf node where the symbol is

located.

Thus. in Huffman I:oding. those symbols with the highest probability of

occurrence at each step arc given the smallest bit string representations. This ensures that

the smallest possible number of bits will be used to represent a statistically likely ....,oro in

the vocabulary.

The preceding algorithm gives the Huffman code book (lookup table) for any

given set of probabilities. Huffman coding and deooding is conducted simply by looking

up values ina table.
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Image

Chapter 4

Pattern Zerotrees Design

In the proposed video coding sche~. the difference frames (residues) are coded by a

zerouee pallem coder. In order to use zerotrees (zerotree coding) without any transforms.

ordering pancms are designed for switching between a spatial transform and a residue

coder withoUi spatial uansfonn.

4.1 State-of-the Art Zerotr.. Wavelet Codiog

Typica.lly. a zerotree wavelet coder includes two main parts: one is~ discrete wavdet

transform. lhe other is zerolree coding. It is the ttrOtrteS that realize large compression.

.........Symbol

..

DiuftteW.nlet .....IIrtrr... ~ ~
..Tn...'............,.. z.,,'n< Cod;.. ...,

Figun: 4.1 A zerotree \\'avelet coding scheme.

As inttoduced in section 2.2.2. lhe wavelet traI1$form has a subband tree structure;

a resuJt of down-sampling at each subband stage. The zerotree wavelet coder utilizes the

decorrclating properties of the transform to defmc a zerotree lhat allows the efficient use

ofscalarquantizcrs.
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Since prediction image residues have little spatial content, a simple residue coding

scheme is developed. The suggested residue coding scheme utilizes an ordering pattern to

replace the discrete wavelet transform part in Figure 4.1.

4.2 8 x 8 Ordering Patterns

To illustrate that zerotree coding can be directly applied to pixels rather than to wavelet

coefficients, I present some simulations where the DWT of Figure 4.1 is simply removed,

and the zerotree structure is overlaid on the original image without consideration of

matching the distribution of pixels to the zerolree structure. I call this method "Raw

Zerotree Coding". For error·free channels, frame 10 and frame II of Table Tennis are

used for the simulation. Figure 4.2 shows the TttOvered frame II where residues are

coded by either raw zerotr« coding or zerotree wavelet coding at bit rate of 0.1 bpp.

From the results, it can be seen that good compression performance is gained

~".__~ .::;.,;1 .. :~: _"

- • - to. . .
-- -. ... \ ~/
.' ~,,--,",-.- ~ , -".

, .' 't'1:
;

(aJ PSNR - 36.09 dB (bJ PSNR- 36.61 dB

Figure 4.2 Recovered frame! I for Table Tennis where residues are coded by (a) raw

zerotree coding or (b) zerotree wavelet coding,
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1A1th the raw zerotree coding ~ause of the usc of UTOtttes. but the beber compression

performance is obtained with OWL It will be demonstrated in section 6.3..2 iliat with

ordering panems. the same compression perfonnance can be achieved as that with OWT.

On noisy channels. the performance of raw zerotree coding is discussed in section 7. I.1.

It is also explained by the results in section 7. 1.2 why raw zeroQ"ee coding should not be

applied fordealing with residues.

In short. the above analysis illustrates that the OWT is not essential for residue

coding, but JUSt feeding the picture straight into the zerotree coder is not an optim.a.l

strategy. A method is needed to organize pixels into successive levels of zerotrec:s

following certain principles. In the thesis. 8 x 8 pattmls and 16 x 16 panems are

designed for this purpose.

An 8 x 8 panem is a block with 8 x 8 pixels. These pi.xels are grouped according

to the quad-tree structure. A quad-tree is a tree structure such that each node. except the

bottom nodes (the leaves). has four child nodes. In this way. there are hundreds and

thousands of possibilities to build such panems. To reduce the possibilities. a set of

constraints for building patterns i! predefmed.

4.2.1 Constraints for Raildinl: 8 x 8 Paneras

The motion-eompensatee1 difference picture, unlike the still image, has a lot of pixels with

zero gray values. Because of the block-based nature of the motion-compensation process.

edges of the blocks, especially the moving blocks, are clearly visible on a residue picture.

That means higher-frequency information concentrates on the edges of a block, and
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correspondingly lower-frequency information in lhe: center of a bloc.k_ So the tree is

lXfmed to grow out from the center of an 8 x 8 block.

Moreover, the number of pixels in a block and the number of nodes in a quad-u-ee

should be considered. Figure 4.3 shows an example of an 8 x 8 block with 64 pixels and

a 2-level quad-tree with 21 nodes.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3 An 8 x 8 block (al and a 2·1~1 quad-tree (b).

Generally, a block has 2~ xr pixels. where n = 1.23.···: a k·level (k = 1.2.3.- .)

quad-tree has m nodes, where m= I +~ 4' To ammge the r x 2" pixels in several

quad-ttees. equation (4.1) is obtained as

am+b= 2·x2".

where a and b are integers.

(4.1)

For an 8 x 8 block (n • 3) and 00 pixel left (b = 0) case. equation (4,1) is

rewrinenas

am =64 (4.2)

(4.3)
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Beeause m is an odd integer and m ;> 1. but 64!a is either an even integer or a fraction.

bence equation (4.3) is unlenable. That means it is impossible 10 arrange an 8 x 8 block

of pixels in quad·(feC$ with no pixels left over.

For an 8 x 8 block (n s 3). considering I pixel left (II - I) case.

am+1 =64. (4.4)

One solution of the above equation. gives m = 21. a" J. ThaI means w 63 pixels can be

put in three 2·level quad-trees.

Therefore. an 8 x 8 pattern should have a root which has no child node.

In addition. to improve the compression of a tree structure. the nodes that have

similar status should be arranged as close [0 each other as possible and if possible have

the same parent and be located in w same level.

On the other hand. since the tree grows out from the center of w block. chat is [0

say_ the [eaves occupy the perimeter: according to the "near" criterion. the leaves should

be: symmetric.

Based on the above analysis. the following constraints are listed:

The tree grows ow from the cenler. and w perimeter consists of leaves:

One tree will be: a root which has no offspring;

Excepc fOf the root and the leaves. each node has four child nodes:

Every parenl node and its four child nodes should have at least I pixel

adjacent:

The leaves must be symmetric in both vertical and horizontal directions:

If a partn[ node's four child nodes are leaves, the four child nodes must be

adjacent pixels; otherwise. adjacent pixels are, at least, preferable.
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g~ Y---+h

/+'..
d f

Figure 4.4 Adjacent pixels.

The adjacent pixel is defined in this way: if and only if a pi.~el x is in one of the

eight jA>sitions. which au a. b. c. d. e. f. g. and h. as shown in Figure 4.4. the pixel x is

considered as the adjacent pixel of pixel y. Pixel x and y are called adjacent pixels.

4.2.2 Possible 8 )( 8 Panern,

Complying with the constraints described above. panerns ~ consUUCted from the

perimeter to the COK. The procedures are described below.

According to the constraints. if four pixels are leaves. wy should be adjacent

pixels. Some possible connections (shapes) of four pixels are shown in Figure 4.5. All

these shapes as well as their rotated formats satisfy such constraints. [n shape (a). any

Figure 4.5 Examples of fOUl connected pixels.

two of the four pixels are adjacent pixels. Shape (b) has a line structure thus it can

represent more horizontal information than other shapes. Although shapes (c). (d). (e), (0.
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19) and their rotated formats m«t the constraintS, through exhaustive simulations. it has

been found if the leaves have these shapes. it is impossible to ammge the other pi:'Cels

accordini to the constraintS, HenC1:. the possible shapes of tile leaves are (a) and (b).

With (a) and (b). there are five possible kinds of leaf shape combinations at the

lOp and the bonom ofa block: (a)(a)(a){a). (b)(b), (a)(b)(a), (b)(aXa), and (aXa)(b), which

are illustrated in Figure 4.6. In these combinations, (D) and (E) do not confonn to

(A) (a)(aXa)(a)

I I I I I I I I I

I I I II

(8) (bXb) (C) (a){b)(a)

(D) (bX.X.) (E) (.X'Xb)

Figure 4.6 Possible kinds of leaf shape combinations.

the constraintS since the leaves formed with the two basic shapes are not symmetric in

both the borizontal and vertical directions. so they sbould be abandoned. By now. three
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Irinds of qualified leaf shape combinations at the lOp and the bollom of a bloclo; are

obtained. which are (A). (B). and (C) in Figuw$.6.

Based on (A). panern #\ (shown in Figure 4.7) is constructed. In pattern #1, one

oflhe pixels labeled with a star(-) in the centric pan of the block is the root (SlaI root)

that has no child nodes. and the other three pixels labeled with 5d. 5c. and 4e are tree

roolS that have four child nodes each. The star root (4<1) together with the three tree roots

"" /
t

nf
,/ '\,

Figure 4.7 Pattern #1.

(5d. 5c. and 4e) form the root area of~ pattern. The first level of the pattern consists of

pixels labeled with lc. 4c. 5c. 6c. 3d. 3e. 3f. 4f. Sf. 6f. 6e. and 6d. Each node in the flnt

level also has four pixels IS its children. ""lUch are tree leaves and fonn the second level.

Therefore. except for the star root. the other pixels in an 8 x 8 pallem are cOMected in

threequad.tr«s.

By changina the position of the star root and the relationship between the roots

and their child nodes in the first level in pattern III. sixteen patterns (including pattern #1)

....-



Similarly. based on (B). forty possible patterns are obtained. Figure 4.8 illUSU'3te5

some of mem. Note partern #3. #5. and #7 are the vertical formats of panem #2. #4. and

#6 respectively.

••Pattem#2 Pattern')

••Paneml4 Pattern #5

Figure 4.8 Some 8 J( 8 panems based on Figure 4.6 (8).
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••Panern 116 Panern #7

Figure 4.8 Some 8 )( 8 panerns based on Figure 4.6 (B). (Continued)

Also. based on (C), sixteen patterns are built Figure 4.9 shows two of them.

where panern #9 is the venita! (onnat of pattern #8.

••PanemllS Panemlt9

Fiaure 4.9 Some 8 )( 8 panerns based on Figw-e 4.6 (C).

In a nutshell. with the three basic models {Figure 4.6 (A), (B), (C», seventy-two 8

x 8 patterns an: constructed in 1Otal, which satisfy all of tbe constraints.
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4.2.3 Orderioe Residue Picture with 8 Ie 8 Patterns

After 8 Ie 8 panerns~ detennined. the problem is how to replace the DWT "'ith 8 Ie 8

panerns in zerotree residue coding. To clearly explain this problem. an example is given

below.

Suppose the resolution ofa residue pie:ture is 16 Ie 16 and pattern #1 (Figure 4.7)

is ehosen. What needs 10 be done is:

I) Separate the residue picture into blocks of 8 Ie 8. That is to say. four 8 x 8

blocks are obtained.

2) Apply panern #1 to each block. Refer to Figure 4.10. Then. each pixel in a

block is considered as a node in a tree. In each block. the star pixel is the star root !ha[ has

no offspring. and the other pixels have three quad.tree Style connections.

3) Take all the roots (including all the star roots) from each block. and then put

them inlo the first 4 x 4 areas of the ordered picture as shown in Figure 4.11. So roots

labeled with d4. Sd. 4e. and 5e in the flfSt block occupy the first 2 x 2 areas of the

ordered picture. roots labeled with d12. 13d. 12e. and 13e in the second block are with the

s«ond 2 x 2 positions. and so on.

4) Take all the rust level child nodes from each block. wllich are labeled as 4c. 5c.

6c. 611. ]c. ]d. ]e. ]f. 6e. 6f. Sf. 4f. etC. Following the occupied 4 x 4 areas. as illustrated

in Figure: 4.11. insen them into the next upper-right, 10Wtt·left. and lower·right areas.

S) Take all the second level cllild nodes from each block.. which are also leaves of

quad·tTees. As in step 4). arrange them into successive areas of the ordered picture

(Figure 4.11).
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Finally. the ord~ picture (Figure 4.11) is composed. II bas a tree $UUcture such

Each node. except for the star roots and those in the last levd (the leaves). has

four child nodes:

A node. combined with all its descendants. forms a spatial orientation cree.

Now. zm>ttee coding can be applied to the pi:<.els in the ordered residue picture.
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Figure 4.10 Applying pauem #1 toa 16 x 16picture.
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Figure 4.11 Ordered 16 x 16 picture with pattern #1.
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4.3 16 .16 Ordering Patterns

Besides 8)< 8 patterns, some 16 x 16 patterns arc constructed. Similar to the 8 x 8 case.

a set of constraints arc also needed for building 16 x 16 patterns.

4.3.1 Constraints for BUilding 16 x 16 patterns

16 Ie 16 patterns are extensions of 8 x 8 patterns. Refering to the analysis in Stttion

·4.1.1. to arrange an 8 x 8 block. pixels in quad-UttS. analysis can be done as befo~:

am+b:rxr

For a 16 x 16 block (n = 4), equation (4.5) is rewritten as

am+b-2S6.

(4.5)

(4.6)

If b .. 0 (no pixel left case). equation (4.6) is untenable. If b =1 (I pixel left case). me

solutions of equation (4.6) are m· 5. Q'" 51 or m .. 85. a" J. That means the 255 pixels

can be arranged in fifty-(lne I-level quad-trees or three ]·Ievel quad.trees. By modifying

the constraints for building 8 x 8 patttmS. the constraints for building 16 x 16 patterns

are obtained. MoSi of them are the same as lhe former. such as the~ [eavcs mUSt be

adjacent pixels and symrnrtric. The difference is that the pamll nodes of the leaves arc

not required to be adjacent with the leaves although I pixel adjacent is preferable.

Here are the constraints for building 16)( 16 patterns:

The tree grows out from the center, and the perimeter consists of leaves;

One lree will be a root which has no offspring;

Except for the root and the leaves, each node bas four child nodes;

Except for the parent nodes whose child nodes are leaves, every other parent

node and it's four child oodes must be at least I pixel adjacent;
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The leaves must be symmetric in both horizontal and v~nical diJtttions:

If a patenl nod~'s four child nodes are I~aves. th~ four child nodes mUSI be

adjac~nt pix~ls; otherwis~, adjacent pix~ls are, at least, preferable.

4.3.2 Examples of 16 )( 16 Patterns

Following th~ constraints descri~ aboy~, som~ 16 )( 16 panems are builL MoS! of th~

16)( 16 panems are th~ extension of 8 )( 8 panems.

Figure 4.12 -4.14 shows three ~xamples of 16)( 16 panems.

/
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Figure 4.12 Pan~m #10
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Figure 4.13 Pattem#ll
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Figurt' 4.14 Panem#12
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4.3.3 Ordering Residue Picture with 16 x 16 pattern

The method of ordering the residue picture with 16 x 16 panems is similar 10 thaI with 8

x 8 panerns. First. the residue picture is separaled into 16 x 16 blocks. And !.hen. a 16 x

16 panem is applied to each block.. Nexl the roots. the fltSt level child nodes. the second

le\'el clUld nodes. and the third level child nodes att moved to certain POSilions in the

ordered picture.

To simplify the explanation. suppose the size of the residue picture is 16 x 16. so

it does nol M'ed to be funher segmented. and panem #10 is used for ordering pixels in the

residue picture. After changing positions of pixels. the ordered picture is shown in Figure

4.15.

bl9h 119& 7e k 9r IDe S. 6a 7a Ia 9a. I~ Ilaia

Ii 9i I I 7f If 9f IOf Sb 6b 7b Jb 9b lOb lib 1211

71 7h 10; IOj IIetle 11&12, Sc lK 7c Ie 9C" lOe lit I:!\:

7i 7; 9; I; II 12f IIhl2h 5d 6d 7d Id 9d IOdlldl2d

5e 6r 51 6& Iii 12i Ille 121e 13114 1511lNi 13e 14c Ikl6c

Sf 6f 5h 611 II; 12j III 121 DII 1411 1511 16b 13f 14 Uf 16f

5i 6i Sle 6Ic ')It 10k 7k lie Ik I 15c: IlK 131 141 IS, 16&

Sj 6j SI 61 91 101 71 II 13d 14d IS ·16cll3h I Uh 16

II 2, }I 41 Ie 2c 3e 4c l3i 14i lSi 16i IJml4mlSml6

III 211 311 411 If 2f 3f 4f l3j 14j1S; 16j 13nl4nlSn16n

It2ck~I,~3g~1314IS1 I I~I~I~

Id 2d 3d;lll III 2h 311 4b t31 141 151 16Il3pl4plSpl6p

Ii 2i 3i <4i 1m 2m 3m 4m 9m IOn II I2n:Sm 6m 7m 1m

I; 2j 3; 4; III 2n 30 411 9n lOa lin I:z. SII. 6n 70 In

lie lie 31e 41e 102030 <to 9010011012050 60 7010

II 21 31 41 Ip 2p 3p 4p 9p IOpllpllp Sp 6p 7p Ip

Figure 4.15 Ordered 16 x 16 picture with pattml MIa.
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4.4 Arbitrary Level Patterns and OrientatiDn Patterns

Arbitrary level panerns and orientation patterns evolve from the patterns developed.

4.4.1 Arbitrary Level Pa«eras

The 8 lC 8 patterns are two level patterns and the 16 >( 16 patterns ate three level patterns.

Based on pattern #1 (8 lC 8) and pattern #10 (16 lC 16), this kind of panern can be

expanded to arbitrary level, such as a four level pattern (32 lC 32)(Figure 4. 16), a five

Figure 4.16 Panem #13
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level panern (64 x 64). and a SL'( level panem (128 x 128). The ordering method

resembles what has been introduced in section 4.:2.3 and 4.3.3.

4.4.2 Orientated Patterns

Because there is often a 101 of horizontal and vertical motion in an image. the residue

piclW'e contains horizonuJ :uld venical blocks of pixels \looith zero gray.values. To

efficiently concatenate these pixels \/rith zerotrtts. orientation pattern pairs arc applied 10

blocks ofa so:~ted residue picture.

The orientation pattern pair consists of two patterns: one is a horizontal pattern.

the other is a venical panern. For instance. pattern #2 and panern #3 (Figure 4.8) is a pair

of orientation patterns. The same applies to patlml #4 and #5. pattern #6 and #7 (FigW'e

·U). panem #8 and #9 (Figure 4.9). as well as pattern #11 (Figure 4.13) and #12 (Figure

4.14).

However. the process of applying orientation patterns to a residue pict~ is a linle

different from !he usual way described in sct:tion 4.2.3 and 4.3.3. After segmenting a

residue pietUrt into blocks (such as 8 x 8 blocks), some crileria are defined for using

orientation panerns.

HerearethecrileOa:

calculate activity for each column of a block.

calcuJate activity for each row of a block.

choose !he direction (horizontal or venical) which minimizes the amount of

activity.
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The activ;ry is defined as the ~uency of the occurrence of DOl1Uro-gray values in a

column or a row of a block. NOk that when the block is coded. an extra bit has to be set

to indicate which of two patterns is being used.

4.5 Zerolree Coding of Ordered Residue Piclure

With the help of the pattern. residue pictures are ordered. The orde~d picture has

the same hierarchical tree structure as shown in Figure 2.1 L where the spatial ~lationship

of pixels is defined. The zerotree coding algorithm performed on the ordered residue

pictures in the proposed scheme is die Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees (SPlHn

algorithm. which has been inttOductd in section 2.2.4. It is a progressive transmission

scheme thai incorporales two concepts: arranging the pixels by magnitude and

transmitting the most significant bits first.

4.6 Summary

Due (0 the hundreds of thousands of possible ways to arrange pixels in a block.. il

is impossible 10 build patterns without any constraints and a recursive algorithm

encompassing all patterns in all levels cannol be found. In this chapter. following the

setting or some constraints. many diffem11 level patterns were designed. By using these

panerns. prediction residue pictures were ordered; after that. zerotree coding was

performed on these ordered residue pictures. Thus, a simple residue coding scheme,

which is called zerottee pattern residue coding scheme, was developed.

The performances of the patterns will be reponed in the next chapter as the

elementary simulations.
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Cbapter 5

Pattern Selection Simulations

in this chapler. the paaemsdesigned in cAapter4 arc tested. The purpose is 10 find out~

most suitable panern for use in coding.

5.1 Simulation Procedures

T1l': system diagram of the viden coding scheme proposed in lhis thesis is sho....n in

Figure J.l. Different from the system simulation. the taSk of the panern sdeclion

simulations is to test the effectiveness of patterns. so instead of image sequences. only

[wo successive frames are usN as input images.

Figure.S.! is the simulation diagram. The simulations follow the: following

procedures.

Step I: Select two successive frames at random from an image: sequen~.

Step 2: Segment the two frames into blocks of 16 x 16 size. By half.pixd block·

malclUng method. obtain motion vectors for each block. (The threshold set for the motion

estimation is 250. Refer to chapler 3.)

Step 3: Shift the blocks in the previous &arne according to the motion vectors.

then obtain the prediction pictwe of the cwmu. frame.

Step 4: Subtract the prediction picture: from the current frame, thus obtaining the

diffc:rence picturt (residue).

Step 5: Code the difference picture by either the z.erotree pattern coder. the

zerotree ....oavelet coder. or the raw ZCTOU'ee coder (Refer to section 4.2). The patterns used
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by w zerotttt residue cod« include 8 )( 8 panerns. 16 )( 16 patterns. and orientation

pan~ms. which hav~ been developed in chapter 4.

Slep 6: Decod~ th~ compl'fiSed difference picture by the rel~vant d«oder.

Figure 5.1 Simulation Diagram.

To evaluate the perfonnanc~ of the patterns. their application on various kinds of

residu~ pictureS is necessary. The differenc~ pictUre is comp~ at different

compr~ssion rates. To m~asur~ the distortion of th~ residue cod~r (d~coder). th~ peak

signal to OOLse ratio (PSNR) is used.

The PSNR is defined as
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['55']PSNR '" 1010810 -=------
MS£

dB

where MSE denotes the mean squared error between the original and the reconsuueted

images. MSE is defined by

M5£- t[<P, ~qy]

where p, arc the values of the reconstrUcted image. q, art the values of the original image.

and N is the size or both picwn:s.

5.2 Difference Pictures

Six frames arc arbitrarily ~Ie<:ted from lhree gray-scale image sequences: ~ seventh

lsflowgOO7.pgm) and the eighth (sflowgOO8.pgm) frames of Flower Garden image

sequence. the fourteenth (mo014.pgm) and the fifteenth (moOI5.pgm) frames of Mobile

Calendar image sequence. and the u:nth (UOIO.pgm) and the eleventh (nOll.pgm) frames

of Table Tennis image sequence. The resolution of these frames is 352 x 240. Refer to

section 6.1 for detailed information about these image sequences.

For each pair of frames mentioned above. the first four steps were applied (section

5.1) (0 obtain three difference pictures. These pictures have different characteristics.

Figure 5.2 shows these difference picturl"S labeled with snowS-d08. mo_dI5. and n_dl!.

For instance. stlowLd08 is the difference pi~ between the cighth frame

(sflowgOO8.pgm) and the prediction (sflowg.JlO8) for this frame. Similarly, rno_dlS is the:

residue between frame moOlS.pgm and its prediction (mo...,pIS), and tt_dll is the residue

~een frame nOll.pgm and its prediction U""pll.
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sflow&-d08

mo_dIS

Figure 5.2 Test pictwes.
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Figure 5.2 Test pictures. (Continued)

5.3 Results from Single Patterns

With the above test pictures, all the 8 x 8 panerns and 16 x 16 panerns developed in

chapter 4 were tested, hut only some representative simulation results are reponed in the

following tables.

Table 5.1 to 5.3 shows the peak signal to noise ratios (PSNR) of the recovered

difference pictures at different compression rates with different residue coding methods.

In these tables, the "Wavelet Transfonn" means the residues are coded with the zerotree

wavelet coder. The "Raw" stands for raw zerotree coding - a strategy of coding residues

with only zerotrees without applying DWT or panerns. The other methods, such as
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~Pattem lil-. ·Pattern #r. etc.. indicale lhe zerotree pattern residue coder with diffe~nt

panems. Among the patterns. ~Pattem iii" to "Pattern /19" are 8 )< 8 patterns (2-level).

"Panem#IO" to-Panem#12"are 16)< 16 panems(3·level), "Panern #13" is 32)< 3:!

Table 5.1 Comparison of PSNR on snow&-d08 (FIow~r Garden)

IR"idu' Coding M'thod

Compression Bit Rate

bpp -0.50 bpp=0.25 bpp-O.OS

(bit/pixcl) (bit/pi.xel) (bit/pi.xcl)

Wavelet Transform 35.98 33.73 ]0.94

Raw ]6.07 33.62 ]0.78

Pattern #1 (Figure 4.7) ]6.07 33.62 ]0.83

Panern #2 (Figure 4.8) 35.96 3].56 30.74

Panern #] (Figure 4.8) 35.9] 33.54 30.75

Panern #4 (Figure 4.8) 35.97 33.56 30.73

Pattern #5 (Figure 4.8) 35.94 33.54 1 30.75

Pattern #6 (Figure 4.8) 35.98 33.55 30.77

Panern In (Figure 4.8) 36.00 33.56 30.76

Panern #8 (Figure 4.9) 35.92 3].55 30.76

Pattern #9 (Figure 4.9) 35.95 33.54 30.78

Pattern #10 (Figure 4.12) ]6.15 33.74 30.85

Panern /I II (figure 4.1]) 36.15 33.75 30.84

Pattern #12 (Figure 4.14) 36.13 33.n 30.91

Panern #13 (Figure 4.16) 36.0g 33.64 30.81

Panem·51evcl 36.03 33.58 ]0.80

Panem-.6level 36.00 33.56 30.g2

Patkm-Ilevel 35.78 33.41 30.66
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pattern (4-level). -Panern-51evel~ and ~Panem-6level". which are the furthtt extensions

of"Panern #13", an:: 64 l< 64 (S-level) and 128 II 128 (6-level) patterns respectively. On

the other hand. "Pattem-Ilevel". which is the smallest version in arbiuary level pattem

family (section 4.4.1). is a 4 l< 4 pattern.

Table 5.2 Comparison o(PSNRon mo_d15 (Mobile Calendar)

! CompttSSion Rate I
Residue Ccdini Method bpp ""0.50 bpp-0.20 bpp" 0.03

(bilfpixel) (bit/pixel) (bilfpixel)

Wavelet Transform 3Dl 32.99 30.65

Raw 36.10 33.03 30.55

Pattern #I (Figure 4.7) 36.13 33.04 30.63

Pattern #2 (Figure 4.8) 36.08 32.99 30.61

Pattern #3 (Figure 4.8) 36.06 32.95 30.60

Pattern 1#4 (Figure 4.8) 36.09 33.00 30.63

Pattern #5 (Figure 4.8) 36JJ6 32.95 30.59

Panern #6 (Figure 4.8) 36.08 32.98 30.62

Pattern #7 (Figure 4.8) 36.07 32.98 30.62

Pattern #8 (Figure 4.9 36.06 32.97 30.63

Pattern #9 (Figure 4.9 ]6.06 32.97 30.62

Pattern #10 (Figure 4.12) ]6.18 33.12 30.61

Pattern /tIl (Figure4.13) 36.20 3].14 30.62

Pattern /t12 (Figure 4.14) 36.19 33.12 30.62

Pattern #13 (Figure 4.16) 36.15 33.08 30.60

Panem·51evel 36.08 33.0] ]0.56

Pattm1~level 36.09 33.01 ]0.52

Pauem-Ilevel 35.94 32.87 30.56
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Table 5.3 Comparison ofPSNRon tt_dll (Table Tf!lVIis)

Compression Rate Ii
Residue Coding Method bpp -0.10 bpp-O.15 b~P".O.l0 I

I (bit/pixel) (bit/pixel) (b1t/plXd)

Wavelet Transform 38.26 31.n 36.68

Raw ]8.35 31.51 36.15

Pattern #1 (Figure 4.7 j!.40 31.64 j6.21

Pattern #2 (Figure 4.8 38.35 31.59 36.21

Pattern #3 (Figure 4.8 ]8.33 31.55 36.21

Pattern #4 (Figure 4.8) 38.33 31.56 36.19

Pattern *5 (Figure 4.8) 38.30 31.52 36.18

I Pancm iI6 (Figure 4.8) 38.31 11.S4 36.18

Pattern ;/1 (Figure 4.8) 38.33 H.58 36.26

Pattern 1I!8 (Figure 4.9) ]8.32 31.55 ]6.11

Pattern #9 (Figure 4.9) 38.30 ]1.53 36.21

Pattern #10 (Figure 4.12) 38.41 ]1.84 36.40

Pattern #11 (Figure 4.13) 38.41 37.&4 36.46

Pattern #12 (Figure 4.14) ]8.49 37.82 36.34

Pattern #13 (Figure 4.16) 38.45 ]7.74 36.30

Panem·5Ievc1 38.34 37.61 36.12

Pattern-6lcvcl 38.35 37.57 36.15

Pancm·llevel 38.12 31.19 36.05
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5.4 Results from Orientation Patterns

In this simulation. similar to section 5.3. the residue coding methods include zerotree

wavelet coding algorithm (-Wavelet Transform" in the following tables). zc:rotree panern

coding algorithm (such IS -Panern #2 .t Panern #3- in the: follo\loing tables). and rnw

zc:rottee coding strategy ("Raw in the following tables). The difference is that the

patterns used here are onenUiLion pattern pairs.

For using orientation patterns. a llag (one bit) is needed for each block to indic:lte

choice of pattern. So the COSt of one bit per block should be included in the compressed

data. For instance. in these simulations. the resolution of the piclUreS is 352 )( .240. then

an addition of 0.0156 bpp is used for the flags of 8 )( 8 orientation patt~rn pairs. and

0.1)039 bpp is used for the flags of 16 )( 16 orientation panern pairs (See Table 5,4 10

5.6). Table 5.4 10 5.5 illustrates the peak signal to noise ratios (PSNR) of the recovered

Table 5.4 Comparison ofPSNR on sflowg_d08 (Flower Garden)

I'"id" Coding M,O",,!

Compression Rate

bpp-0.50 ·f1ii' Bpp - 0.15 ... f1ai' bpp"0.05 ·f1ai'

I (bit/pixel) (bit/pixel) (bit/pixel)

Wavelet Transform 35.98(-0) 33.73(-0) 30.94(-0)

"W 36.07(-0) 33.62(+0) 30.78(-0)

Pattern #2 .t Pattern #3 35.95 (-<t.0l'6bpp) 33.57 (+o.OIS6bpp) 30.75 (-Q.OIS6bpp)

Pattern #4 & Pattern #5 36.00 ('til.OIS6bpp) 33.57 (...Q.Ol'6bpp) 30.74 (-Q.OlS6bpp)

Pattern #6.t Pattern #7 36.01 (..-Q.OlS6bpp) 33.58 (..-Q.OIS6bpp) JO.77 ('til.OIS6bpp)

Pattern #8.t Pattern #9 35.95 (-+<l.OI56bpp) 3355 (+O.OI56bpp) 30.79 (+O.OIS6bpp)

Panem In 1 a: Panem 112 36.17 (+O.0039bpp) 33.76 (+0.0039 bpp) 30.89 (+O.00l9bpp)
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diff~nce pictureS al different compression ra~s with different residue coding methods.

Table 5.5 Comparison of PSNR on mo_dl5 (Mobile Colendar)

Compression Rate

Residue Coding Method bpp "'0.50 ~"'-gs I bpp-0.25 -nags bpp 0.03 -flags

(bit/pixel) (bit/pixel) (bit/pixel)

I Wavelet Transfonn 35.71 (~Ol 32.99(-0) JO.65(~0)

Raw Zerotree Coding 36.10(.0) 33.0J ("'0) JO.55(~01

Pattern #2 & Pattern #3 36.08 ('"'0.0156 bpp) 33.00 (<O(I.0156bpp) 30.61 (...a.OlS6bppJ

Pattern #4 & Pattern #5 36.10 (+0.0156 bpp) 32.95 C<O(l.0156bpp) 30.61 t*0.0156bppJ

Pattern #6 & Pattern #7 36.09 (+0.0156 bpp) J2.99C->-o.0156bpp) 30.61 t*0.0156bppl

i Pattern #8 & Pattern #9 35.08 (+o.OI56bpp) 32.97 (<O(I.0I56bpp) 30.63 (..o.OI56bpp)

I Panern #11 k p~ '12 36.22 (+o.0039bpp) 33.15 (..o.0039bpp) 30.63 (+O.0039bpp)

Table 5.6 Comparison ofPSNRon a_dll (Table Tennis)

Compression Rate

Residue Coding Method
bpp - 0.20 ~ nags bpp 0.15 ... nags bpp-O.IO"'fbgs

(bit/pixel) (bit/pixel) (bit/pixel)

Wavelet Transform 38.26("'0) 37.n(~o) 36.68(+0)

Raw lttotree Coding 38.35("0) 37.57("0) 36.151~0)

Pattern #2 & Pattern #3 38.34 ('"'O.0156bpp) 37.59 (+G.OI56bpp) 36.21 (+O.0156bpp)

Panern N4 & Pattern 115 38.34 (..0.0156 bpp) 37.56 (+o.Ol56bpp) 36.l8C+o.0156bpp)

Pattern 116 & Panern #7 38.33 (...o.0156bpp) 37.59 (+O.0156bpp) 36.24C->-o.0156bpp)

Pattern 118 &: Pattern #9 38.32 (+o.OI56bpp) 37.56(.G.OI56bpp) 36.20C+o.0156bpp)

Pattern 'II .I: Pauem 1112 38.51 (+O.Q039bpp) 37.84 (+O.0039bpp) 36.46 (+0.0039 bpp)
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5.5 Comparison and Discussion

In view of the results obtained above. the performances of various patterns have linle

diffe~nce. Among them. the orientation pane:m pair MPanem #1\ & Pattern #IT

achieves higher PSNR than others. For coDvenience. from DOW on. this pat'lern pair is

simply called -Panern-best'".

The high. level patterns. such as "Panern-Slevel" and "Panern·6Ievel'·. cannot

aJways work well because oflbe inpul image size. For e.'tample. if the image siu is 352 x

240. it C3ll not be separated into inceger numbers of blocks of 32 x 32 (or 128 x 128): so

there will be some areas that will nOI be ordered. That will influence the performance of

such panerns. The lowest level pattern. "Panem-llevel" does not give good ~sults.

"Panern·best.. seems to be the most suitable panern for lhe zerotret panern

residue coder. Based on the results obtained in section 5.3. the effecth'eness of using

discrete wavelel transform zerottee coding ("OWT'). panern zerotree coding ("Panem

best"). or raw zerottee coding ("Raw'") for deaJing with residues is iIlustrllled in Figure

5.3. 5A. and 5.5.

Figutt 5.] to 5.5 show that the peak signa] 10 noise ratios (PSNR) ofthe recovered

diffe~nce pictures with "Panem·best'· are always higher than those with "Raw" melhod:

and aJso higher lhan those with "OWl at relative high bit rates. whereas a linle lower at

low bit rates. In these simulations. the difference pictures are coded at very low bit rates.

However. in order to keep the reconstructed images in good quality (PSNR ;> ]0 dB) in

video coding, the ~sidues cannol be compressed so much. Therefore. the advantage of

the proposed zerottee pattern scheme for residue coding at relatively high bit rates is

clear.
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Figure 5.3 Bpp versus PSNR on sflowLd08 (Flower Garden).
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Figure 5.4 Bpp versus PSNR on mo_dl5 (Mobile Calendar).
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_Pattern·but
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Figure: 5.5 Bpp v~rsU5 PSNR on n_dll (Tabl~ T~nni.J).

5.6 Summary

Comparative simu.lations on patterns were presented in Ibis chapter. Three kinds of

differen~ pictures were g~nerated for th~ simulations. The simulation mults wen:

compared and discussed. "Panem·besC is selected as me most suitable pan~m on accounl

of its good pcrformanc~. Simulations for th~ recov~ry of entire imag~ ~uences is me

topic of Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6

Performance over Error Free Channels

The compression performance of the proposed \ideo coding scheme over noiseless

channels is reported in this chapter. The results are compaml with those using the MPEG

video compreiSion standard and~ with lh< zerotrec wavelet translonn residue coding

m,thod.

6.1 Selecting Image Sequences

For tht' simulations. four video sequences are chosen. which are Flower Gardell. Mobill'

Calendar. Table Tennis (240 )( 352.8 bits/pixel. 25frarncsls). and Aircrajt (240 )( 320. 8

bilSlpi;~el. 30 framesfs). These images are sequences of gray-scak images. They contain

brightness infonnation only. no color information. The number of bits used for each pixel

is 8 bits/pixel. which provide 256 (0·255) different brightness (gray) levels.

In detail. the image infonnation of these sequences of frames is listed below.

Flower Gart:kn is a trading shot of a garden with nowers: a tree in the

foreground. and a house in the background; the house is panially covered by

the tree. The frame rate arthis sequence is 25 frames/s.

Mobile Calendar sbows a Toy Electrical Train moving around a room while a

calendar moves vertically and the camera trades. The &arne rate is 25 frames/s

as well.

Table Tennis shows one pmon bowK:ing a ping·pong ball. Only one arm and

part oftbe body is visible. The frame rate is also 25 framesls.
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Aircraft shows a graphical aircraft carrier crossing the picture from the right to

the left and a text appears and disappears in the bottom. The frame rate is 30

frames/so

Some frames of the four sequences are illustrated in Figure 6.1.

(a) Flower Garden

(b) Mobile Calendar

.~ l. •. :;.'';;:"'j

, _~~_ ~/ ~_ ~ ~::'-:~1 ~ d:"~~
. . .

(e) Table Tennis

.... - ~ " ""'"""-~

~to',,' Un do~ led <rof! Hom'" Un,donl,f,.d trail Homol U"'de"',filHltraft
<h"~~,, .O"r<QU"~ chan 0 ou'c"""" chan 0 "u'cau.."

(d) Aircraft

Figure 6.1 Video sequences used in the simulations.
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Tht'SC sequem:es are inleresting because of Ihrir complex motions and !heir

different characteristics. 80m Mobile Calendar and Flower Garden represent an object

seen under a moving angle. where me displacement is not very great. and me laner

contains very detailed areas. On !he other hand. Table Tennis has very large motions. and

mere is a zoom in the middle oCthe sequence. Furthermore. Aircraft re~nts a typical

example of a multimedia sequence mixing graphic and teltt.

6.2 Simulation Description

Following the sYStem diagram (Figure 3.1). syslem simulations are conducted on the four

sequences. The simulation procedure can be described as follows:

Eaeodcr:

For frame I to frame N in an image sequence. do

Step 1: Code the first frame (frame 1) by a wavelet technique. or by OCT as in

MPEG. and send the coded file to the receiver.

Step 2: Set n = 2. frame (n.I)· recovered frame I.

Step 3: Motion estimation: segment the frame ("..1) and the frame n inlo 16 x 16

blocks. acquire motion vectors by the half.pixel accuracy block-matching technique.

Refer to section 3.2.

Step 4: MotiotH:ompensating pmlietor: obtain prediction picture (P.) of frame n

by shifting the blocks in frame (n-I) in the light of the motion vectors. Refer to section

3.3.

Step 5: Obtain the residue (difference picnue): residue· frame n -p..
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Slep 6: Code ~ residue by either the MPEG method CDCn. conventional

ZC~ 'ol.'avelet coding. or zerotree pattern coding. Send the coded file to the receiver.

Step 7: Code~ motion vectors (refer 10 section 3.3) and send the coded file to

lherecciver.

Step 8: Decode the residue using the relevant decoder. and lhen add il to the

prediction picture P~ to get the recovered picture R".

Step 9: Frame update: frame (n.ll'O' R~.

Step 10: Ifn < N. n '" n + I. and then goto step 3,

~

Step I: Gel the compressed frame I file. dKode it. then reconsuuct the first !'rame.

Step2:Setn'O'I,

Step 3: Get the coded motion vectors and the coded residue infonnation. Decode

them. Sttift the blocks of the recovered frame n according to the mOlion vectors. and then

add the residue to obtain the recovered frame (n+ I).

Step 4: Ifn < N. n "" n + I. goto step 3,

E\'ery pan of the encoder is implemented as introduced before. In the receiver. the

dKOOer works much faster than the encoder sinceO it does not have to do the block

matching.

The MPEG encoder (version 1.5. February I. 1995. University of Berkeley)~

for these simulations is a "two level~ coder, which means that first a full·search block·

malching is used with a area of 7 and afterwards, a local half-pixel accuracy match is

carried out if required. Only the I-Frame (lntraframe) and P·Frame (Predicted frame) are

used in MPEG for the simuJations. lD addition. the residues are coded with the OCT

method as introduced in chapter 2. scctiOD 2.1.2.2.
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Hence, three video coding schemes with similar motion estimation and motion

compensation techniques but .....ith different residue coding strategies (OCT. zerott~

wavelet. and zerotree pattern) are tested in these simulations. Thus the performances of

the~ kinds of residue coding smlegies can be evaluated.

Moreover. in the simulations, twenly.fjve frames are taken for each sequence. For

the zerotree pattern coder, ··Panem·best" (section 5.4) is applied. Note thai compressed

data includes one bit per block to indicate choice of panern. The average of the bitrate

and PSNR. omining lbe ~1S oflbe first picture which is nol obtained from a m:O\'cm:!

frame. are given to show performance.

The bitrate is defined as

Bitrate (Mbitsls) e bpp x image size x frequency of the frames (Hz).

where bpp is the bits per pixeL

6.3 Simulation Results

Complying with lbe above procedures. simulations are performed on the luminance

component of the four video sequences: Flower Garth". Mobile Calendar. Table TtfJllis.

and Aircraft. The simulations assume thai there is no noise in the transmission channel.

6.3.1 Compressio. PuformaDc:e OD Flowe,. Gardu Video

The peak signal to aoise ratios (PSNR) measured in dB for each ruovered frame at a

constant bitrate is listed in Table 6.1, and the average PSNR for the 24 frames is

computed as weU. Figure 6.2 shows the CUlVes obtained on various average bitrates and

average peak signal to DOise ratios. In the table aDd Ibe figure, the item ~ll2pcl +
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Table 6.1 Comparison ofPSNR on Flowu Gorden

MPEG Il2peh'ZT_DWT Il2pel-ZT_Panem

IF""", (BllTale -2.-+ MbiWsl (Binte" 2.IS MbilSls) (Bin-ale-2.16Mbiulsl

nwnber

I
Recovered (dB) Recovered (dB) Recovered (dBl

)3.44 36.68 36.62 I
"

))':!3 3·U9 )~.66

, 33.11 34.71 34.71

,, 32.96 33.68 32.91, 32.97 3US 32.01

7 32.8) 33.11 33.09

32.69 )3.75 33.24

32.77 34.10 33.71

I" 32.59 33.88 33.49

" 32.63 32.59 )1.96

I" 32.63 31.66 30.99

I" 32.0 31.15 )0.61

!14 J:!.JI 32.83 32.::!S

" 32.42 34.13 33.23

16 J2JI 33.JJ J3.00

17 32.19 33.11 32.69

18 31.61 3l.J4 30.65

19 31.69 31.09 30.40

" 31.6) 32JI 31.14

" )1.62 32.17 32.17

31.68 33.16 31.63

2J 31.73 32.15 32.47

" 31.14 33.66 33.24

" 31.86 32.71 32.14

A,.,... 32J8 33.23 32.70
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ZT_OWl stands for half-pi.xc! accwacy block-matching technique for motion

estimation and motion compensation and zcrotree: wavelet coding for residues. Similarl~·.

the item "ll2pel + ZT]anem~ means lhat the same motion estimation and motion

compensation technique is performed but the residues are coded by the zerotree pattern

coder (with "Pattem-best'l. More discussions of the issues around the comparison of the

results are given in s«tion 6.4.

f 3

!.2.5-------""''-,....,;..L-~---~.
~ 2 ------r'=-9e::...------~

"',..__----;>~c:...------:::=~lU'.lIWn
__ 1/2pel .. U_PNT

,-~~-----------'---"-'---
21 2& 29 30 31 32 33 34

PSNIl:ldlll

Figun 6.2 Average bitrate versus average PSNR on Flow" Garden.

6.3.2 Compressioa Performaace a- Table Te""is Vidfl)

SimiJarto section 6.3.1, the performances of OCT. zerotree wavelel, and zerottee pattem

residue coding methods on Table Tennis are shown in Figure 6.3.
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Fi~ 6,3 Average bitrale versus average PSNR on Table Tennis.

6.3.3 Compression Performance on Mobile Calendar Video

Similar to section 6.3. L the performances of OCT. zerotree wavelet. and zerotrec pattern

residue coding methods on image sequence Mobile Calendar are shown in Table 6.2 and

Figutt6.4.

6.3.4 ComprnsioD Performaace 00 Aircraft Video

~ same as in section 6.],1, the performances of OCT. UTOtree waveleL and ZCTOtree

pattern residue coding methods on image sequence Aircraft are shown in Figure 6.5.
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Table 6.2 Comparison of PSNR on Mobile Caltndar

I

MPEG Inpcl +ZT_DWT Inpel + ZT]anem I
Foam' (Bitrll%c-2.1Mbialsl (Bilmc-2.14 Mbitsls) (Bitmc-2.1SMbiuls) I
Nwn""

Recovered (dB) Recovered (dB) Recovered ldB)

I' 29.48 32.38 33.56

] 28.92 ~.93 30.56

28.56 !9.76 30.55

28.14 29.23 30.06

27.75 28.99 29.85

!J 27.69 28.95 29.71.. 27.19 28.n 29.39

j, 27.31 29.18 29.91

1
10 27.63 29.39 30.04

11 28.41 29.69 30.37

11' 28.71 30.06 30.76

!13 28.96 30.32 31.36

,1' 21.95 30.53 31.57

IS 28.98 30.41 31.50

16 29.16 30.10 31.09

11 29..22 30.20 31.09

1. 29.15 30.18 31.14

l' 29.25 30.41 31.08

20 29.22 30.22 30.89

'1 29.28 3OJ' 30.99

" 29]1 30.02 30.95

OJ 29.33 30.21 30.93

" 29.32 30.26 30.95

" 29.35 30.57 31.17

A."", 21.71 30.00 30.81
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Figun: 6.4 Average bitrale versus average PSNR on Mobile Calendar.
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Figure 6.5 Av~e bitrate versus average PSNR on Airaafi.
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6.3.5 Testiag the Effect of Entropy Coding on Zerotree Coding

In all of the above simulations, for both the conventional zerouu wavelet coding scheme

and the proposed zerotree panern coding scheme. entropy coding (arithmetic coding) is

applied 10 improve the efficiency of the algorithms. To lest: the influence of entropy

coding on the: two zerolreC coding schemes. one more simulation is done on Mobi/~

Cull!lIdur sequence. In this simulation. the: arithmetic coding pan in both of the zerol:lU

wavelet coder and the zerolrCe panem coder is deleted.

Figure 6.6 shows the comparison result. In Figure 6.6. "ll2pel + ZT_DWTJast"

and Mll2pel + ZT]anem_fast" stand for the results of the cases without entropy coding.

i 15

I ,---------7"7"""'7"''7-''''--.
! 2.5-------=~~..L:".-<=-------

,~.-"=-----''''--------'====='-
l3

Figure 6.6 Average binaIe versus average PSNR on Mobile Caleruku where

the ~sults of the zerotree wavelet coding and the zerotree panem

coding without ertcropy coding are included.
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6.4 Discussion

Residut: coding is one pan of a video coding scheme. Its perfonnance ";11 influence the

effect ofthc entire video coding scheme. The purpose of me simulations in this chapter is

to lest the proposed residut: coding malegy. which is urotrec panem coding method. and

compare its results "llh those using MPEG method (Del) residue coding or zerotrec

wavelet coding lor residues. To evaluate the pcrfonnances of thc three residue coding

str.l.legies. lhe other pan of a video coding scheme (motion estimation and motion

compensation) is designed wim the same algorithm (half-pixel accuracy block-matching).

and motion vectors are coded with the same Iiuffman coding method. Therefore. the

compression results of video coding renect the performances of residue coding methods.

With the conventional zero1re'C wavelet coding scheme for residue coding. the

simulation results on the flI'St three different kinds of image sequences show that the use

ofzerollee wavelet coding scheme is more efficient than the OCT memod in MPEG. For

instance. on Flower Garden. the PSNR is improved 1.50 dB on an initial PSNR of29.95

dB for a COnslant bitrate 1.10 Mbit$ls. In !ICmlS of bitrate. the improvement is 16A'W.

(Figure 6.2).

Comparing the perfonnance of two urottee coding schemes· zerorrec wa~let

coding (with uansfonns) and zerotree panem coding (without transfonns) - me

simulations show the following results.

For the Flower Gordm sequence, which contains lots of complicated detail. the

zerotree wavelet coder outperfonns the zerotrce panem coder by about 0.50 dB on

average (Figure 6.2). With me Table Tennis sequence, the results illustrate that the two

methods have almost the same effect (Figure 6.3). However, considering the Mobile
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Calendar sequence. which contains lots of motion. the zerotree pattern coder outperforms

the zerotree wavelet coder by about 0.81 dB for a constant biuale 2.14 Mbitsls (Figurr

6.4). Moreover. for the 3-D animation Aircraft sequence. which ctlnsists of very

complicated struCnues and textures, our zcrotru panern method also significantly

outperforms the zcroU'ee' wavelet method (Figure 6.5).

Furthermore. as shown in Figure 6.6. the proposed resid~ coding scheme also

achieves improvement when entropy coding is not used.

For computational comparison of the zeroU'ee' waveleI strategy and the zerotret:

panern strategy.

In general. the results illustrate that zerOtree coding schemes yield bener

perfonnances than the OCT method in MPEG on average. and the zerotree panern coding

scheme without spatial uansfonns allows about the same compression as the zcrotrce

\,l,<lvelet coding method. 00 the other hand. the results show that the h.igh compression

performance of zerotree coding is mainly due to the zcrotree apporach.

6.S Summary

This chapter introduces the simulations of video coding over noisdess channels. The aim

is to test the proposed residue coding scheme (zerotree pattern coding). Four kinds of

video sequences were selecled because of their various characteristics. Simulation results

demonstrale that zerotree panern coding performs close to the state--of-lhe-:ut technique

in error free channels. The simulations for channels with errors will be reported in chapter

7.
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Chapter 7

Channel Error Resilience and Concealment

The problem of designing video coders that give good performance over channels with

unpredictable bit error rates (BER), while maintaining the compression achievable with

standard coding schemes designed for error free channels is very imponant in video

transmission over cellular networks, weak radio links, or other noisy communication

lines. In this chapter, the channel error resilience and concealment of the video coding

scheme proposed in the thesis is examined by first conducting simulations on two frames

of video sequences and then on entire video sequences.

7.1 Simulations on Two Frames of Video Sequences

In this section, simulations are performed on two frames from each video sequence of

Flower Garden and Football. Figure 7.1 shows these test frames.

(a) Frame 7 of Flower Garden (b) Frame 8 of Flower Garden

Figure 7.1 Test frames from Flower Garden and Football.
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(c) Frame 1 of Football (d) Frame 2 of Football

Figure 7.1 Test frames from Flower Garden and Football. (continued)

There is no specific requirement for the choice of frames. The simulation results

are given in section 7.2.

7.1.1 Simulation Description

In chapter 6, the simulations were conducted over noiseless channels; that is to say, the

coded file is transmitted to the receiver without any errors. However, in this chapter,

transmission of the coded file is simulated over a noisy channel.

The simulation procedures are similar to those described in chapter 6 (section 6.2).

The important remarks on the simulations are described below.

Suppose the first frame (frame 7 of Flower Gorden and frame 1 of Football) is

transmitted without suffering errors.

Estimate motion and apply motion compensation as in section 6.2.

Code residues either by a zerotree wavelet coder or a zerotree pattern coder.

For each residue coder, there are two options: with entropy coding or without

entropy coding. Note that "Pattern-best" (section 5.5) is applied for zerotree

pattern coding.
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Add random errors into the coded residue bit stream. Random errors are added

by a program which generates random bit errors at a pre-specified average rate

called lhe bit error rate. For instance, if the bit error rate is 0.1. that means thai

on average it inverts one in every ten bits. In the simulations, random errors

are added at a bit error rate (BER) of0.1, 0.02. 0.0 I, or 0.00 I.

ProtC1:t the coded motion VC1:tors and the fIrst 7 b}tes (the header) of the coded

residue stream from suffering errors.

In these simulations, the additional 0,0039 bpp (section 5.4) for flags of

patterns is omitted. The testing data rate is 0.53 bpp, 0.23 bpp, 0.13 bpp, or

0.08 bpp respectively (overall data rates, including motion vectors and the

residue but not including the forward error correction overhead for the motion

vectors and header). but only the results of 0.13 bpp are presented in section

7.2. The corresponding results at an overall data rate of 0.53 bpp, 0.23 bpp, or

0.08 bpp are attached in appendix I. II, and III.

Since the noise in the recov~red images with pattems has an impulse (salt-and

pepper) distribution. and .! ~dian filters work quite well in this context, so a

median filter is applied to die recovery of patterns as simple post-processing.

The size of the local neighborhood in the median filter is 3 :I( 3,

7.1.2 Performaace of Raw Zerotree Coeliac over Noisy Cbaanels

In the simulation description (section 7.1.1). it has been explained that residues are coded

by zerotree coding with wavelets or ordering panems in the following channel error

resilience and concealment simulations. However, to measure the performance of raw
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zerotree coding (which means z.erotrees without wavelets or patterns) on channel errors,

some additional simulations are conducted in this section. Here the simulation procedures

are similar to those introduced in section 7.1.1 except that residues are coded by a mw

zerotree coder with no wavelet transfonns or patterns.

Figure 7.2 shows the simulation results at an overall bit rate of 0.53 bpp. On visual

effect, due to the definition of the data structure, most of the noise in the recovered image

accumulates in the upper·left part of the reconstructed frames so that the image

infonnation in this pan is totally lost Such loss can not be tolerated if the lost pan

contains important information. Therefore, this coding scheme can not be applied

practically. The cause ofsuch results is explained in section 7.3.3.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.2 Reconstructed frames from Flower Garden (a) and Football (b) where the

residues are coded by a zerotree coder without wavelets and patterns, and

coded residue infonnation suffers errors (BER = 0.1).
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7.2 Simulation Results (on two frames of video sequences)

Follo\l.ing the simulation procedures descri~ in section 7.LI. simulations are conducted

on frames from Flower Garden and Football. Next are the simulation results at a data rate

of 0.13 bpp.

7.2.1 For Framu from Flower Gllrdl!ft Video

Frame 7 and frame 8 (shown in Figure 7.1) of Flower Gorden ~uence are used in the

simulations.

Figure 7.3 to 7.6 show the fttOnstn1eted frames whete the coded residue

infonnation suffers errors. Table 7.1 summarizes these recOnstntcled frames and

corresponding residue coding tethniques.

Table 7.1 Summary ofsimulation results on reconstructed frames (Flower Garden)

Entropy coding method

eitenor

..."
Arithmetic Coding None

IT_OWT_fastl

ZT]anem_fast

BER-O.l

BER -0.02

BER -0.01

BER -0.001

Figure 7.3

Figwe 1.4

Figure 7.5

Figure 7.6

Figure 7.7 and 1.8 illustrate the average PSNR perfOlIIlaO« of video coding with

diffttmt residue coding schemes CD the virtual noisy channel. PSNR is the peak signal to

noise ratio ofthc reconstructed frame. Simulations are repeated 10 times.
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Figure 7.9 gives the post·proc~ing results of applying a median filter on the

reconsuucted &ames ofFigurc 7..3 (b). Fi~ 7..3 (d), Figurr 7.4 (b), and Figure 7.4 (d).

In the tables and the fia~. the meaning of the abbreviations is explained as

following:

with entropy coding (arithmetic coding);

ZT_OWT - zerotree wavelet coding
• ZT_Panem - zerotree panem coding (Panem·besl)

without entropY coding;

ZT_PanemJast - zerotree pattern coding (Pattern-best)
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(a) ZT_DWT (BER-O.I)

PSNR ~ 15.48 dB

{c)ZT_DWT (BER-0.02)

PSNR-16.11 dB

(b) ZT]ancm (BER -0.1)

PSNR ~ 19.78 dB

(d) ZT]ancm (BER~0.02)

PSNR ~ 20.36 dB

Figure 7.3 Reconstructed frames from Flower Garden where the coded residue

infonnation suffers errors (BER - 0.1 or 0.02). Arithmetic coding

is applied for residues.
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(a) ZT_DWT (BER = 0.01)

PSNR· 18.02 dB

(e) ZT_DWT (BER - 0.001)

PSNR =23.11 dB

(b) ZT]anem (BER = 0.01)

PSNR • 21.54 dB

(d) ZT]anem (BER· 0.001)

PSNR • 24.13 dB

Figure 7.4 Reconstructed frames from Flower Garden where the coded residue

infonnation suffers errors (BER = 0.0I or 0.00 I). Arithmetic coding

is applied for residues.
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Ca) ZT_DWTJast (BER' 0.1)

PSNR' 18.05 dB

(e) ZT_DWTJast (BER - 0.02)

PSNR· 23.71 dB

(b) ZT]attemJast (BER = 0.1)

PSNR' 23.51 dB

(d) ZT]anemJast (BER' 0.02)

PSNR • 24.69 dB

Figure 7.5 Reconstructed frames from Flower Garden where the coded residue

information suffers errors (BER = 0.1 or 0.02). No entropy coding for

residues
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(a) ZT_DWTJast (BER =0.01)

PSNR = 24.09 dB

(c) ZT_DWTJast (BER =0.001)

PSNR =24.47 dB

(b) ZT_Panemjast (BER = 0.01)

PSNR = 24.83 dB

(d) ZT_PanemJast (BER =0.001)

PSNR =24.98 dB

Figure 7.6 Reconstructed frames from Flower Garden where the coded residue

information suffers errors (BER = 0.0 I or 0.00 1). No entropy coding for

residues.
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on Flower Garden. Arithmetic coding is applied for midues.
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on Flower Garden. No entropy coding for residues.
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(a) Post-filtered result ofFigure 7.3 (b)

(c) Post·filtered result ofFigure 7.4 (b)

(b) Post-filtered result of Figure 7.3 (d)

(d) Post-filtered result ofFigure 7.4 (d)

Figure 7.9 Post-processing results of applying a median filter on the

reconstructed frames of Figure 7.3 (b) and (d). and Figure 7.4 (b)

and (d) .
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7.2.2 For Frames from Football Video

Frame 1 and 2 (sho....n in Figure 7.1) are chosen from Football sequence for the

simulatioDS.

Similar 10 section 7.1.1. Figure 7.10 lO 7.13 show the reconstrueted frames where

the coded residue infonnation suffers errors. Table 7.2 summarizes these reconstructed

fr:lmes and corresponding residue coding lechniques.

Figure 7.14 and 7.15 illUSU'ate the average PSNR perfonnance of video coding

with differenl residue codini schemes 00 lbe vinual ooisy dwmel. PSNR is the peal:.

signa] 10 noise ratio of me reconstructed frame. Simu.lations are repealed 70 times.

Figure 7.16 gives the post-processing results of applying a median filler on the

reconstructed frames of Figure 7.10 (b). Figure 7.10 (d). Figure 7.11 (b). and Figure 7.1 I

Cd).

Table 7.2 Summary of simulation results on reconstructed frames (Football)

Entropy coding method

Bit error Arithmetic Coding None

ZT_DWTI ZT_DWTJastl

ZT_Panem ZT]anemJast

BER-O.l Figure 7.10 Figure 7.12

BER-O.02

BER"'O.OI Figure 7.11 Figure 7.13

BER-O.OOI

The explanation of the abbreviatioos in the tables and figures are the same as in

section 72.1.
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PSNR ~ 12.07 dB

(c)ZT_DWT (BER~0.02)

PSNR ~ 12.60 dB

(h) ZT],tt,m (BER ~ 0.1)

PSNR ~ 19.92 dB

(d) ZT]'tt,m (BER ~ 0.02)

PSNR ~ 19.95 dB

Figure 7.10 Reconstnlcted frames from Football where the coded residue

information suffers errors (BER = 0.1 or 0.02). Arithmetic

coding is applied for residues.
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(a) ZT_OWT (BER - 0,0))

PSNR: 13.92 dB

(e) ZT_OWT (BER - 0.001)

PSNR ~ 20.48 dB

(b) ZT]attcm (BER~O.OI)

PSNR - 20.31 dB

(d) ZT]attcm (BER ~ 0.001)

PSNR - 23.36 dB

Figure 7.11 Reconstructed frames from Football where the coded residue

information suffers errors (BER = 0.0 I or 0.00 1). Arithmetic

coding is applied for residues.
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(a) ZT_DWTJast (BER ~ 0.1)

PSNR - 18.01 dB

(c)ZT_DWTJast (BER-0.02)

PSNR • 21.93 dB

(b) ZT]attemJast (BER' 0.1)

PSNR - 22.43 dB

(d) ZT_Panemjast (BER - 0.02)

PSNR ~ 23.46 dB

Figure 7.12 Reconstructed frames from Football where the coded residue

infonnation suffers errors (BER = 0.1 or 0.02). No entropy

coding for residues
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(a)ZT_DWTJast (BER-o.oI)

PSNR =22.42 dB

.' ....... .

'-it. . '. ~

"-~"" ~ 1i-;..-. '..'........,~

• = , .t' ~
, , ....

(c) ZT_DWTJast (BER - 0.001)

PSNR = 23.00 dB

(b) ZT_Panemjast (BER =' 0.01)

PSNR = 23.55 dB

(d) ZT]anemJast (BER =0.001)

PSNR = 23.70 dB

Figure 7.13 Reconstructed frames from Foolba/l where the coded residue

infonnation sutTers errors (HER"" om or 0.001). No entropy

coding for residues.
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.&tor'"
Figure 7.1" Average PSNR perfonnance ofZT]anem as compared to ZT_DWT

on Football. Arithmetic coding is applied for residues.
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"~ ~..
!:: ~~
~ 11~'- _
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,,~----------------
o 0.0'1 0.02 0.113 0.001 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.08 O.Oi 0.1 0.11.....-

Figure 7.15 Average PSNR performance of ZT_Pattern as compared to ZT_OWT

on Football. No entropy coding for residues.
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(a) Post·filtered result ofFigure 7.10 (b)

(c) Post·filtered result of Figure 7.11 (b)

(b) Post-filtered result of Figure 7.10 (d)

(d) Post·fihered result of Figure 7.11 (d)

Figure7.16Post·processing results of applying a median filter on the

reconstructed frames of Figure 7.10 (b) and (d), and Figure 7.11 (b)

and (d).
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7.3 Discussion oftbe Simulation Results in Section 7.2

In th~se simulations. the error resilience and concealment of the video coding scheme.

which employs zerottee pattern coding for dealing with residues. is studied and compared

with ttrotree wavdet coding. Simulation results are reponed in section 7.2. Discussian of

lhese results is the: wJc of this section.

7.3.1 Visual Effect of tbe Reconstructed Frames

Observing the reconstructed frames in Figure.7.) to 7.6 and Figure 7.10 to 7.13. the

appearance of the recovery results by different residue cOOing schemes

(ZT_DWTIZT_DWT_fast. ZT_PanemlZT]anemjast) at diffmm BER (0.1. 0.02.

O.Ql. 0.001) is very different.

The ZT_DWT results (such as Figure 7.3 (a» contain lots of noise. The noise

merges intO an organic whole and causes ugly distortion. In the cases of high bit error

rates (BER). the ~vered piaure is covered by such BOise. and people cannot interprtt

the picture. Com~ to the ZT_DWT results. the ZT_Panem r6Ults (such as Figure 7.3

(b» look much clearer. There is mow·like noise in the reconstructed picture. Even if it

suffers he:lVY noise. people can still visualize the image.

If the entropy coding part is deleted from the residue coden. all the rccovemt

frames look. a little clearer. The visual difference between ZT_PattemJast and

ZT_DWTJast becomes less. However. the ZT]attemJast results (such as Figure 1.5

(b» are still the most acceptable oftoose achieved at the same BER and data rate.

7.3.2 Effect of Eatropy Codi8C
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Entropy coding is used to improve the coding efficiency. However. entropy coding causes

error propagation. Specifically, in ZT_DWT. and ZT]anem. arithmetic coding is

applied as pan of the residue coding scheme. Arithme!ic coding transforms input data inlo

an output bit stream based on me placement of the current data value in the source

probability disuibution. If the coded residue data suffers erron. the decoder loses

synchronization and its probability eSlimates are distoned. Recovery is unlikely and

l'esynchronization is almost impossible. Without entropy coding. the decoder is able 10

7.3.3 Zerotree Approacb

It has been confmned in chapter 6 that the zerotree approach is the key factor for zerotree

coding to achieve high coding efficiency. However. the built-in tree structure of the

genera! zerotree approach and the implicil dependence of the significance map coding

strategy make it sensitive to channel errors. Since the urotree approach provides a

compact multiresolution representation of significance maps and progressively transmits

significance maps according to their importance. zerotrees allow the successful prediction

of insignificant coefficients across scales 10 be represented as pan of exponentially

gt"O\l,ing trees. ThereflHe, the quality of the recoveml picture depends on correctly

decoding the significance: maps. The earlier an error occurs.. the more it degrades the

decoding quality. An error that occurs in the high level of the tree may spread out to the

neighbouring levels and down to the next level.

The results in Figun 7.2 clearly illustrate the infllle11Ce of errors on the zerotree

approach. Because~ is no wavelet ttansform or ordering pattern as pre-processing in
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w raw zerottee coding. 1015 of noise concenlnltes on the upper-left comer of a recovettd

picture.

Different from the raw zerottee coding case. in the recovery resulls for wavelet

and panern coding, the errors do not accumulate on one~ The errors are dispersed

throughthe ....1lolepieture.

For zerottee wavelet coding. since each coefficient of the wavelet rransfonn

represenlS a spatial area of the original image. a single error in the encoded information

corrupts the whale of that area after the inverse wavelet ttansfonn during the decoding

procedure. This is in addition to the error propagation effect mentioned above.

For the zerotree panern coding. since the original image is segmented into blocks

for the use of ordering panerns and the tree is built based on such patterns. the errors do

not accwnulate on one spatially area mer the inversion of the ordering patterns during the

decoding pass. Funhennore, mors will propagate through spatially separated pixels

rather than through spatial adjacent wavelet coefficienlS. Hence. in this case. the

l'C'Construeted frames have better visual appearance than the other two cases above.

Quantitative evaluation is done by comparing the peak signal to noise ratios

(PSNR) of the reconstrUcted frames. Simulations are repeated 70 times. The comparison

~ullS are shown in Figure 7.7 and 7.8. and Figure 7.14 and 7.15.

Considering the en1rOpy coding case. for Flower Garden. at a bit error rate of

0.02, ZT_Pattern outpftfonns ZT_OWl by about 4 dB (figure 7.7). For Football. at a bit

error rate of 0.02. ZT]anem outperfonns ZT_OWT by about 7 dB (Figure 7.14). To

summarise, comparison resulu show that the average PSNR performance of video coding

with patterns ourperfonns coding with waveletS.
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7.3.4 Error Coacealmeat

The error concealment of lhe proposed scheme is srudied in lhese simulations. The main

pwpose of error concealment is 10 mask the errors inlo the detoded image. As shown in

Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.16. after applying a median filter on the recovery results of

patterns. the noise in the reconsaucted frames is removed. The cost is thai the poSI·

processing picture has 3. slightly blurred effect. The PSNR of the posl·proccssing picl~

is sometimes higher than that before filtering, and sometimes lower. However. the visU31

effect of the post-processing picture is always improved.

The noise cannal be removed from the ZT_DWTIZT_DWTJast r«onsO'UCled

frames and lhose using raw zero~ coding (Figure 7.2) by this simple median filter.

II can be s«n lhat Ihe application of simple post-processing provides additional

error concealment for the pattern coding strategy.

7.3.5 Comments

In these simulations. the simulation of transmission on a noisy channel is accomplished

by adding errors into the coded residue information with the coded motion veclors and lhe

first 7 bytes (the header) of the coded residue stream protKled. The reason is thai the total

bits occupied by the cOOed motion VKtOrs. together with the header of the coded residues,

are a relatively small amoWit as compared 'Ni!h the bits used by the coded residues

(without the header). For in.stance. if Flowtr Gwden (25 frames) is transmitted in an

average biuale 2.16 Mbitsls, then the coded residues (zerotree pattern coding) will COSI

10553 bytes per flame whereas the coded motion vectiors (Huffman coding) and the

header will use about 203 byteS per frame. In practical applications. the motion vectOrs
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and the~ can be prolecled from channel noise by error control techniques (refer to

chapter2.section2.J).

7.4 Simulations on Video Sequences

The simulations reported in section 7.2 are performed 011 two frames instead of an entire

video sequence. In this section. some simulations are coDducled on video sequences

(Flower Gorden and Football). Refering 10 section 6.2 and 7.1.1, the simulation

procedures for video sequences are similar to before. In the encoder. the residues are

coded by either the urotree wavelet coder or the urot:ree panern coder (WPanem-besC)

with enuopy coding. Omining the bits (0.0039 bpp) used for flags of panems. the coding

bil rate for each residue picture is 0.1 bpp (1056 bytes) for Ftowe.r Garde.n and 0.5 bpp

(5280 bytes) for Football. Random errors are added 10 each coded residue picture

(....ithout header). However, in the receiver. lhe decoder has two strategies 10 recover the

video frames: abandoning residues or including residues.

7.4.1 Decoding Stra1eeY of Abandoning Residues

There arc various mixed strategies where error detection or correction might be used as

well as pattern coding. For instance. the residue information can be divided into blocks

and additional codes are added into each block for~ errors: if errors are detected.

the decoder may throwaway lhis block of residues; if no error is found.. it can keep this

part of residues. Such strategies result in additional redundancy infonnation. However, in

tllis thesis, there is no error detection or conection used for residue information, and only

the motion vectors and tM header of residues are protected from channel errors. Hence
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the above mixed strategies have not been studied. But due to the fact that the motion

Vttlors and the header are protecled by error conuol techniques. the receiver may detect

errors if there are errors on the channel wtule transmitting the motion vectors and the

header. Then the receiver can just throwaway all the residue infonnation and use only

the motion vectors to obtain the recovered frames. In such a case. the recovered frames

arc the prediction picrures. The decoding procedures of this strate&." are listed as below:

Slep I: Decode the coded motion vectors. Abandon all the coded residue

infonnation (Suppose the receiver finds out that there are errors in the channel).

Step 2: Decode the first compressed frame as recovered frame I.

Step]: Setn" I.

Step 4: stuft the blocks of the recovered frame n according to the corresponding

motion vectors to obtain the prediction picture (n+ 1). The prediction picture ("....\)

is the recovered frame ("'1).

Step 5: If n < N(Suppose the total frame number is N). n '"' 'I'" I. goto step ....

With this suategy. some simulations are conducted and some recovered frames

from Flower Garden andFoolballm shown in Figure 7.17 and 7.18.
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Recovered frame 2

Recovered frame 4

Recovered frame 6

Recovered frame3

Recovered frame5

Recovered frame7

Figure 7.17 Recovered frames from F10wer Garden with the decoding strategy

ofabandoning residues.
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Recovered frame 2

Recovered frame 4

_-\, .r~ ~
~ .II! '~:;;"1.'li

1 ",'- .'

Recovered frame 6

Recovered frame3

Recovered frameS

Recovered frame7

Figure 7.18 Recovered frames from Football with the decoding strategy

of abandoning residues.
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7.4.2 Decodiog Strategy of lDc:ludiDg Residues

The decoding procedures with the stralegy of including residues are the same as those in

section 6.2. Two kinds of residue coding and decoding schemes are applied in this

decoding strategy: zerottee wavelet coding and zerotree panero (Panern-best) coding. For

each scheme. there are still t\I."O options: with entropy coding (arilhmetic coding) or

withoul entropy coding. A large number of exhaustive simulations have been done in this

conleXL and some ~ntative results are shown here. Table 7.3 and 7.4 list these

Table 7.3 Summary of simulation results on Flowflr Garden

Entropy ,:oding method

Bit error

R..",

BER 0.1

BER -0.01

BER "'0.001

Arithmetic Coding None

ZT_DWTJastl

ZT_PanemJast

Figurt' 7.19

Figure 7.20

Figun7.11

Table 7.4 Summary of simulalion results on Football

Entropy coding method

Bit error

BER - 0.1

BER'" 0.002

BER s 0.0002

Arithmetic Codin& None

ZT_DYrTI ZT_DWTJastl

ZT_Panem ZT_PanemJast

Figure 7.22

Figure 7.23

Figure: 7.24
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Reconstructed frame 2

ReconstnlCted frame 4

Reconstructed frame 6

Reconstruc1ed frame3

Reconstn1C1ed frame5

Reconstructed frame7

Figure 7.19 Recovered frames from Flower Garden where the coded residue

informa1ion suffers errors (BER'" 0.1). No entropy coding is

applied for residues.
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Reconstructed frame 2

Reconstructed frame 4

Reconstructed frame 6

Reconstructed frame3

Reconstructed frameS

Reconstructed frame?

(a) ZT_PattemJast

Figure 7.19 Recovered frames from Flower Garden where the coded residue

infonnation suffers errors (BER = 0.1). No entropy coding is

applied for residues. (Continued)
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Reconstructed frame 2

Reconstructed frame 4

Reconstructed frame 6

Reconstructed frame3

Reconstructed frame 5

Reconstructed frame 7

Figure 7.20 Recovered frames from Flower Garden where the coded residue

information suffm; errors (BER = 0.01). No entropy coding is

applied for residues.
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ReconsbUcted frame 2

Reconstructed frame 4

Reconstructed frame 6

Reconstructed frame3

Reconstructed frameS

Reconstructed frame7

(b) ZT_PatternJast

Figure 7.20 Recovered frames from Flower Garden where the coded residue

infonnation suffers errors (BER :: 0.01). No entropy coding is

applied for residues. (Continued)
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Reconstructed frame 2

Reconstructed frame 4

Reconstructed frame 6

Reconstructed frame3

Reconstructed frame 5

Reconstructed frame 7

Figure 7.21 Recovered frames from Flower Garden where the coded residue

information suffers errors (BER = 0.001). Arithmetic coding is

applied for residues.
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Reconstructed frame 2

Reconstructed frame 4

Reconstructed frame 6

Reconstructed frame3

Reconstructed frame5

Reconstructed frame7

(b) ZT_Pattern

Figure 7.21 Recovered frames from Flower Garden where the coded residue

information suffers errors (BER = 0.001). Arithmetic coding is

applied for residues. (Continued)
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Reconstructed frame 2

Reconstructed frame 4

Reconstructed frame 6

Reconstructed frame3

Reconstructed frame5

Reconstructed frame7

Figure 7.22 Recovered frames from Foolba// where the coded residue

information suffers errors (BER =' 0.1). No enlTOpy coding is

applied for residues.
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Reconstructed frame 2

Reconstructed frame 4

Reconstructed frame 6

Reconstructed frame3

Reconstructed frameS

'. .~ .. '- ..-.;" .,-~: 'l~~rI-
~;.~ ~ ' ...~~- ....." .

'. '.' ~,. '.:.
~ '" .. ~.. . -';. ..

, ,.. ~. ~., - ~ \. .
Reconstructed frame7

Figure 7.22 Recovered frames from Foolball where the coded residue

information suffers errors (BER ,.. O. I). No entropy coding is

applied for residues. (Continued)
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Reconstructed frame 2

Reconsuucted frame 4

Reconsuucted frame 6

Reconsuucted frame3

Reconstructed frame 5

Reconsuucted frame 7

Figure 7.23 Recovered frames from Football where the coded residue

infonnation suffers errors (HER = 0.002). No entropy coding

is applied for residues.
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• ~- f'_, -.", ....~~r?l

",I

ReconstnlCted frame 2

Reconstructed frame 4

Reconstructed frame 6

Reconstructed frame3

Reconstructed frame5

Reconstructed frame7

Figure 7.23 Recovered frames from Football where the coded residue

information suffers errors (BER "" 0.002). No entropy coding is

applied for residues. (Continued)
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Reconstructed frame 2

Reconstructed frame 4

. , ......
;,: " t"~,

~ ...,.~ '1;:";• ~ '" j.' ~..#~'-. ..;..,. ...~,
N . .... ~. .~

~ '. '~.'.i>o-'. . ,," i', ."".-.- ..... ,. ~

~... '. .
Reconstructed frame 6

Reconstructed frame)

Reconstructed frame 5

Reconstructed frame 7

Figure 7.24 Recovered frames from Footba// where the coded residue

information suffers errors (BER "" 0.0002). Arithmetic coding

is applied for residues.
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Reconstructed frame 2

Reconstructed frame 4

Reconstructed frame 6

Reconstructed frame3

ReconsbUCted frame5

Reconstructed frame7

Figure 7.24 Recovered frames from Foo/ball where the coded residue

Information suffers errors (BER = 0.0002). Arithmetic coding

is applied for residues. (Continued)
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7.4.3 Discussion

From the results shown in Figure 7.17 to 7.24, it can be seen that the quality of the

recovered frames decreases with position in the sequences. This quality drop disturbs the

visual impression in different ways depending on which kind of decoding strategy was

applied.

F,,'r the decoding strategy of abandoning residues. the recovered images are only

prediction pictures. there are no residues added to refine them. and aJso there is no

channel noise to affect them. In these recovered images. the parts with less motion are

reconstructed well. such as the ground in Football and some flowers in Flower Garden.

However, the motion parts in these recovered frames. such as the tree and the house in

Flower Garden and the players in Football. have strong block effect. That is because of

the block·based nature of the motion estimation and motion compensation. For Flower

Garden (Figure 7.17), which contains large slow moving detail infonnation. the block

effect is not remarkable in the beginning (Figure 7.17), but it appears more and more

frequently and more and more black blocks appear with the increase of the recovered

frames. For Football (Figure 7.t8), which includes large motion. the block effect is

clearly visible in the fltSt recovered frame. and then becomes more and more serious so

that it is difficuJt to finger out if there is a person in the right part ofthe recovered image.

For the decoding strategy of including residues, it can be seen that the decoding

strategy with patterns always perfonns better than that with wavelets (Figure 7.19 - 7.24).

For very noisy channels (HER" 0.1), the reconstructed frames with patterns are relatively

clear in the beginning, and then gradually degrade, whereas the wavelet method produces

unrecognizable decoded frames rapidly. With the decmLSe ofBER, the block effe<:t in the
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recovered frames of panem decoding scheme becomes weak, and the recovered frames

become more and more clear.

Comparing the two strategies. in the very noisy channels. the perfonnances of the

decoding strategy of abandoning residues and the strategy of panern method are

comparable. However. in the less noisy channels. the panern residue scheme perfonns

bener than that throwing away all the residues.

Note that the motion vectors are obtained in the encoding process. and the

residues are involved when the encoder generates the motion vectors (Refer to section

6.2). If the decoder (in the receiver) throws away all residue infonnation and reconstructs

the frames (prediction pictw"es) using only motion vectors. then the quality of the

prediction pictures will be degraded. The more residues that are discarded, the worse will

be the qualilyofthe prediction pictures.

7.5 Summary

A large number of simulation results were reported in this chapter for evaluating the

channel error resilience and concealment of the video coding scheme proposed in the

thesis. A detailed analysis about these results was presented as well. Clearly. the pattern

coder is far superior to the wavelet coder in this context
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Conclusions

This thesis has discussed the strategy of coding motion pic~ residues without applying

transforms and explored the efficiency of the proposed video coding scheme and the

possibilities for error resilience and concealment.

From many simulations and simulatioD results. lhe following conclusions have

been reached:

The proposed video coding scheme is more efficient than MPEG,

lerouee pattern coding perfonns close to the zerotree wavelet stale-of-the·an

and much bener than MPEG in enor free channels.

Zerotree pattern coding is superior to zerotree wavelet coding in the case of

noisy channel conditions.

[I has been demonstrated that the video coding strategy proposed in this thesis

achieves good trade-offs between compression perfonnance and channel error resilience

and robusmess.

For computational complexity, whether with or without entropy coding, for the

encoder. zerotree panern coding achieves about 5 percent irnprovemem in computational

efficiency lhan zerottee wavelet method. and for the decoder. the improvement is about

15 percent.
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The major contribution of the thesis is to put forward the particularity of the

prediction image residues. which indicates that they may be compressed differently from

still images. This thesis has also contribuled towards the development of applying

ordering panems rather than wavelets in zerotree residue coding. which results in error

propagation through spatially separated pixels rather than spatially adjacent wavelet

coefficients when residues suffer errors. The implemented residue coding scheme

together with the half.pixel accuracy motion estimation and motion compensation

technique and Huffinan coding for motion vectors fonn a novel video coding strategy.

As for MPEG dealing with video coding in error·free channels, me expected

applications for the novel video coding strategy implemented in this thesis will be in areas

of the error-resilient transmission of video data over communication channels. especially

mobile wireless channels, where the user may require the video coder to provide high

compression perfonnance over error free conditions and prefer 10 obtain economically at

least l«ognizable recovered pictures on noisy channels.

8.2 Future Work

There is still some work !hat needs to be done in the future.

Finely, more work is required to explore the effects of different types of errors.

including burst errors (such as limited length bursts and longer bursts). on video

transmission by building noisy channel models. GeneraJly, there are three kinds of

channel models: discrete memoryless channel (DMC) model, binary symmetric channel

(BSe) model, and Gaussian channel model.
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Secondly. it is necessary to study the degree of protection required for motion

vector information. In this thesis. all the motion vectors are protected in case of channel

errors. To reduce the redundancy infonnation. it is worth to Hnd out whether it is possible

to protect partial motion vector infonnation.

Thirdly. the alternatives for error concealment post.processing. such as the use of

non·linear filters, need to be investigated. In this thesis. only the visual effect of applying

simple median fllter as post-processing was studied.

Fourthly, coding the colour residues using the same methods as the luminance

residues need be studie<i.
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Appendices

Appendix I: Overall Transmission Data Rate of 0.53 bpp

The perfonnances of zerOlree panern coding and zerotrec wavelet coding over nois~·

channel at an overall data rate orO.53 bpp are attached here.
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" o om 1l.02 Q.ro 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.Q7 0.04 0,09 0.1 0.11

l5t&rorRIW

Figure J.l Average PSNR pcrfonnance of Z1]attem as compared to ZT_DWT

on Flower Garden. Arithmetic coding is applied for residues.

"j...'----------------

"j...1 _
o 0.01 0.02 0,03 O.QoII 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.09 0,1 0,11.........

Figure 1.2 Average PSNR perfonnance of ZT_Pattern as compared to ZT_DWT

on Flower GOTden. No entropy coding for residues.
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Figure 1.3 Average PSNR performance of ZT_Pattern as compared to ZT_DWT

on Football. Arithmetic coding is applied for residues.
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on Football. No entropy coding for residues.
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Appendix II: Overall Transmission Data Rate of 0.23 bpp

The perfonnances of zerotree pattern coding and zerorree wavelet coding over noisy

channel at an overall data mle orO.23 bpp are attached here.
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Figure 11.1 Average PSNR performance of ZT]anem as compared 10 ZT_DWT

on Flower Garden. Arithmelic coding is applied for residues.
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IIIEnwRallt

Figure II.2 Average PSNR performance of ZT]anem as compared to ZT_DWT

on Flower Garden. No entropy coding for residues.
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Figure 11.3 Average PSNR performance ofZT_Pattem as compared to ZT_OWT

on Football. Arithmelic coding is applied for residues.

::i-i----------------
o 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0,06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1 O.tl

1111. EmIr R.-

Figure 11.4 Average PSNR performance of ZT]attem as compared to ZT_DWT

on Football. No entropy coding for residues.
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Appendix UI: Overall Transmission Data Rate of 0.08 bpp

The performances of zerotree pattern coding and zerotree wavelet coding over noisy

channel al an overall data rate of0.08 bpp are attached here.
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Figwe IILl Average PSNR performance of ZT]anem as compared to ZT_DWT

on Flower Garden. Arithmetic coding is applied for residues.
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o 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.001 0.05 0,06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1 0.11

BhEmwfItMII

Fjgure 1II.2 Average PSNR perfonnance ofZT]anern as compared to ZT_OWT

on Flower Garden. No entropy coding for residues.
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Figure flU Average PSNR perfonnanceoflT]auem as compared to ZT_DWT

on Football. Arithmetic coding is applied for residues.

",-'----------------

Figure lIlA Average PSNR performance cflT_Pattern as compared 10 ZT_DWT

on Football. No entropy coding for residues.
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